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Since 2020, governments all over the world have used a variety of containment measures to control the spread of COVID-19, such as

contact tracing, social distance regulations, and curfews. Epidemiological simulations are commonly used to assess the impact of those

policies before they are implemented. Unfortunately, their predictive accuracy is hampered by the scarcity of relevant empirical data,

specifically detailed social contact graphs. As this data is inherently privacy-critical, there is an urgent need for a method to perform

powerful epidemiological simulations on real-world contact graphs without disclosing sensitive information.

In this work, we present RIPPLE, a privacy-preserving epidemiological modeling framework that enables the execution of standard

epidemiological models for infectious disease on a population’s most recent real contact graph while keeping all contact information

privately and locally on the participants’ devices. As underlying building block, we present PIR-SUM, a novel extension to private

information retrieval that allows users to securely download the sum of a set of elements from a database rather than individual

elements. We provide a proof-of-concept implementation of our protocols demonstrating that a 2-week simulation over a population

of half a million can be finished in 7 minutes, with each participant communicating less than 50 KB of data.

CCS Concepts: • Security and privacy → Privacy-preserving protocols; Social network security and privacy; Information

accountability and usage control; Privacy protections.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has profoundly affected people’s daily lives, posing significant challenges such as increased

mental illness, balancing childcare, homeschooling, and work, an increase in domestic abuse cases, and many more [91,

119, 128]. Governments all over the world have taken a variety of steps to restrict the spread of the virus to save human

lives and keep the economic system working. Those range from closing institutions, such as schools, to country-wide

lockdowns. Despite these courageous efforts, the global number of infections skyrocketed, and COVID-19 claimed far

too many lives. Aside from highly lethal diseases like COVID-19, many other infectious diseases have emerged and

have had a significant impact on human life over time. For example, since 2022 incidences of mpox (previously known

as monkeypox) in Europe have increased to the point that quarantine measures have been implemented [23, 34, 56].
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In the context of COVID-19, contact tracing apps are being used all over the world to notify contacts of potential

infections [108, 113]. Unfortunately, contact tracing has a fundamental limitation: It only notifies contacts of an infected

person after the infection has been detected, i.e., typically after a person develops symptoms, is tested, receives the test

result, and can connect with previous contacts [85, 123]. Tupper et al. [123] report that in British Columbia in April

2021, this process ideally took five days, reducing new cases by only 8% compared to not using contact tracing. They

conclude that contact tracing must be supplemented with multiple additional containment measures to effectively

control disease spread.

In contrast, we consider epidemiological modeling, which allows predicting the spread of an infectious disease in

the future and has received a lot of attention [59, 133]. Epidemiological modeling allows to assess the effectiveness

of containment measures by mathematically modeling their impact on the spread, aiding governments in selecting

effective strategies [120]. For example, Davis et al. [40] predicted in early 2020 that COVID-19 would infect 85% of the

British population without any containment measures in place, causing a massive overload of the health system (13-80×
the capacity of intensive care units). Their forecast also indicated that short-term interventions such as school closures,

social distancing, and so on would not effectively reduce the number of cases. As a result, the British government decided

to implement a lockdown in March 2020, effectively reducing transmissions and stabilising the health system [120].

With access to detailed information about a population’s size, density, transportation, and health care system,

epidemiological modeling could accurately forecast disease transmission in a variety of situations [2]. Especially precise,

up-to-date information about movements and physical interactions in space and time is crucial for precisely forecasting

transmission as well as the impact of various control measures before being implemented [76]. In practice, these

simulations may quickly model a future disease’s spread, calculate the projected number of infections when specific

actions are taken, and divert the spread to specific areas.

However, data on personal encounters in the real-world is very scarce and, thus the impact of containment measures

can only be approximated so far [2, 53, 76]. This lack of data is primarily owing to the fact that encounter data has

generally been acquired by surveys, which do not accurately reflect reality [48, 76], e.g., random encounters in public

transport or shopping malls. Moreover, social interaction patterns change over time and sometimes even rapidly, as

we have seen with social distancing measures, rendering collected contact information outdated. Hence, none of the

existing data permits realistic simulations on the actual person-to-person social contact graph. Epidemiologists desire

the full physical interaction graph of a population from a modeler’s standpoint. Yet, strict data protection regulations

such as in democratic states, honoring privacy rights, hinder accurate tracking of interpersonal contacts.

To address the issue of obtaining the most recent contact data while protecting individuals’ privacy, we present

RIPPLE, the first privacy-preserving framework for epidemiological modeling that allows precise simulations of disease

spread based on current physical contact information while taking into account deployed control measures and without

leaking any information about individuals’ contacts. RIPPLE provides a privacy-preserving method for collecting

real-time physical encounters and can compute arbitrary compartment-based epidemiological models
1
on the most

recent contact graph of the previous days in a privacy-preserving manner. RIPPLE can be used to investigate the effect

of containment measures not only for COVID-19, but for any infectious diseases. We anticipate that our framework’s

privacy guarantee will encourage more people to participate, allowing epidemiologists to compute more accurate

simulations that will eventually help to develop effective containment measures against diseases in the future.

1
The implementation of concrete simulation functions is outside the scope of this work and referred to medical experts. More details on epidemiological

modeling are given in §2.
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Our Contributions. This paper introduces RIPPLE (cf. Fig. 1), a framework that expands the scope of privacy research

from contact tracing to epidemiological modeling. While contact tracing only warns about potential infections in

the past, epidemiological modeling can predict the spread of infectious diseases in the future. Anticipating the effects

of various control measures allows for the development of informed epidemic containment strategies and political

interventions prior to their implementation.
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1 Mobile app collects anonymous encounter tokens during interactions. 2 Research Institute begins the simulation by providing

initialization parameters. 3a Participants securely upload infection likelihood to servers. 3b Servers securely compute cumulative

infection likelihood per participant. 3c Participants retrieve their cumulative infection likelihood. 4 The aggregate results

(#S,#E,#I,#R) are sent to the Research Institute.

Fig. 1. Overview of RIPPLE Framework.

RIPPLE uses a fully decentralised system similar to the federated learning paradigm [93], fostering trust and

widespread participation, and encouraging participants to contribute representative contact information. All participant

data, such as encounter location, time, and distance, are kept locally on the participants’ devices. Communication

among participants occurs through anonymous channels facilitated by a group of semi-honest central servers.

RIPPLE offers two methods for privacy-preserving epidemiological modeling, each covering different use cases.

The first method, RIPPLETEE, relies on the presence of a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) on participants’ mobile

devices. The second method, RIPPLEPIR, eliminates this assumption by utilising cryptographic primitives like Private

Information Retrieval (PIR). Along the way, we develop a multi-server PIR extension enabling clients to retrieve the sum

of a set of elements (in our case, infection likelihoods) from a database without learning anything about individual entries.

We assess the practicality of our methods by benchmarking core components using a proof of concept implementation.

Our results show that, with adequate hardware, both protocols scale up to millions of participants. For instance, simulat-

ing 14 days with 1million participants takes less than 30minutes to complete.We summarize our contributions as follows:

(1) We present RIPPLE, the first privacy-preserving framework to perform epidemiological modeling on contact

information stored on mobile devices. RIPPLE formalises the notion of privacy-preserving epidemiological modeling

and defines privacy requirements.

(2) For epidemiological simulations using real-world contact data acquired with participants’ mobile devices, we present

two techniques – RIPPLETEE and RIPPLEPIR – that combine anonymous communication techniques with either

TEEs or PIR and anonymous credentials.

(3) We propose PIR-SUM, an extension to existing PIR schemes, that allows a client to download the sum of 𝜏 distinct

database entries without learning the values of individual entries or revealing which entries were requested.

(4) We demonstrate the practicality of our framework by providing a detailed performance evaluation using our open

source implementation of RIPPLE.
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2 RELATEDWORK & PRELIMINIARIES

This section discusses related works addressing privacy challenges in the context of infectious diseases as well as

necessary background information on contact tracing and epidemiological modeling, including a clarification of the

differences between the two. An overview of the (cryptographic) primitives used in this work is presented in §A.

2.1 Privacy-preserving Solutions in the Context of Infectious Diseases

CrowdNotifier [89] notifies visitors of (large) events about an infection risk when another visitor reported SARS-

CoV-2 positive after the event, even if they have not been in close proximity of less than 2 meters. To protect user

privacy, it follows a distributed approach where location and time information is stored encrypted on the user’s device.

Bampoulidis et al. [13] introduce a privacy-preserving two-party set intersection protocol that detects infection hotspots

by intersecting infected patients, input by a health institute, with customer data from mobile network operators.

CoVault [42] is a data analytics platform based on secure multi-party computation techniques (MPC) and trusted

execution environments (TEEs). The authors discuss the usage of CoVault for storing location and timing information

of people usable by epidemiologists to analyse (unique) encounter frequencies or linkages among two disease outbreak

clusters while preserving privacy.

Al-Turjman and David Deebak [4] integrate privacy-protecting health monitoring into a Medical Things device

that monitors the health status (heart rate, oxygen saturation, temperature, etc.) of users in quarantine with moderate

symptoms. Only in the event of an emergency is medical personnel notified. Pezzutto et al. [107] optimize the distribution

of a limited set of tests to identify as many positive cases as possible, which are then isolated. Their system can be

deployed in a decentralized, privacy-aware environment to identify individuals who are at high risk of infection.

Barocchi et al. [14] develop a privacy-preserving architecture for indoor social distancing based on a privacy-preserving

access control system. When users visit public facilities (e.g., a supermarket or an airport), their mobile devices display

a route recommendation for the building that maximizes the distance to other people. Bozdemir et al. [19] suggest

privacy-preserving trajectory clustering to identify typical movements of people allowing to detect forbidden gatherings

when contact restrictions are in place.

Contact Tracing. A plethora of contact tracing systems has been introduced and deployed since the outbreak of the

pandemic [3, 35, 113]. They either use people’s location (GPS or telecommunication provider information) or measure

proximity (via Bluetooth LE). Most systems can be categorized into centralized and decentralized designs [125]. In a

centralized contact tracing system (e.g., [68, 118]), computations such as the generation of the tokens exchanged during

physical encounters are done by a central party. This central party may also store some contact information depending

on the concrete system design. In contrast, in decentralized approaches (e.g., [24, 108, 122]), computation and encounter

information remain (almost completely) locally at the participants’ devices.

Contact tracing focuses on determining contacts of infected people in the past. In contrast, epidemiological modeling,

which we consider in this work, forecasts the spread of infectious diseases in the future. Thus, epidemiological modeling

goes beyond established contact tracing systems. They share some technical similarities (specifically, the exchange of

encounter tokens), but on top of anonymously recording the contact graph, simulations have to be run on it. Similarly,

presence tracing and hotspot detection are concerned with “flattening the curve” in relation to infections in the past. In

contrast, epidemiological modeling is a tool for decision-makers to evaluate the efficacy of containment measures like

social distancing in the future, allowing them to “get ahead of the wave”.
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2.2 Epidemiological Modeling

There are several options to model a disease mathematically. The popular compartment models [20, 21, 55, 61, 64, 66,

114, 133] capture the spread with a few continuous variables linked by simple differential equations. A prominent

example is the SEIR model [45, 66, 74, 133] with four compartments to which people are assigned, namely, susceptible (S),

exposed (E), infectious (I), and recovered (R). For each simulated time interval, the number of people assigned to each

class is computed. While such models are useful for capturing macroscopic trends and also used in state-of-the-art

epidemiological research, e.g., [32, 117], the basic approaches condense complex individual behaviour into few variables,

thus, limiting the simulation’s predictive power [92, 104]. Agent-based epidemiological models [54], on the other hand,

initialise a large number of agents with a set of individual properties (e.g., location or age). These agents then interact

according to a set of interaction rules (e.g., location-based or age-based) to simulate disease spread. The simulations are

carried out in many time steps. Combining both directions, i.e., using agents in a compartment model, allows for a more

realistic model of individual behaviour for forecasting disease transmission in a population. Many such simulations with

varying parameters are run in parallel to simulate the effect of various policy interventions (e.g., reducing interactions

between agents of a certain age, capping the maximum number of allowed contacts, or vaccinating a selected group of

agents). The aggregated number of agents assigned to the same “infection class” (e.g., susceptible, exposed, infectious,

and recovered for the SEIR model) is then computed for each simulation step.

A crucial question is how to model the agents’ individual contact behaviour. Older models relied on survey-based

contact matrices, which included information such as the average number of contacts in a given age range [76]. This is

already a significant improvement over treating all people the same. However, aggregated network statistics cannot

recreate the dynamics of a real complex network graph, as evidenced by the prevalence of super-spreaders with far

more contacts than the average [80]. Thus, using the real-world contact graph between all individual members of the

population would be ideal from an epidemiological standpoint.

Privacy-Preserving Epidemiological Modeling from Contact Tracing. If contact information collected through contact

tracing apps was centralised, an up-to-date full contact graph could be constructed for epidemiological simulations.

However, contact information is highly sensitive information that should not be shared. Contact information collected

via mobile phones can reveal who, when, and whom people meet, which is by itself sensitive information and must

be protected. Moreover, such information also enables to derive indications about the financial situation [16, 90, 116],

personality [97], life-partners [6], and ethnicity [6]. One can think about many more examples: By knowing which

medical experts are visited by a person, information about the health condition can be anticipated; contact with members

of a religious minority as well as visits to places related to religion might reveal a religious orientation, etc. Thus, it

would be ideal to enable precise epidemiological simulations without leaking any individual contact information.

One way to achieve privacy-preserving epidemiological modeling from contact tracing apps is to let each participant

(i.e., each device using the contact tracing app) secretly share its contact information between a set of non-colluding

servers, which can then jointly run simulations using techniques like secure multi-party computation (MPC), cf. §A. In

fact, Araki et al. [9] show how to run graph algorithms on secret shared graphs via MPC efficiently. Even though such a

non-collusion assumption is common in the crypto community, the general public in some countries may have difficulty

trusting a system in which all contact information is disclosed if the servers collude. In contrast, RIPPLE distributes

trust among all participants in such a way that they can keep their own contact information local while simulating the

spread of disease by sending messages to each other anonymously. Furthermore, only aggregated simulation results will

be shared with a research institute, so no data directly relating to a single identity will be shared. This approach mimics
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the baseline idea of Federated Learning [93] and prominent contact tracing designs supported by Apple and Google.
2

The increased trust level of a distributed design fosters the crucial broad adoption of such a system in the population.

To the best of our knowledge, RIPPLE is the first framework that allows the execution of any agent-based compartment

model on the distributed real contact graph while maintaining privacy.

3 THE RIPPLE FRAMEWORK

RIPPLE’s primary goal is to facilitate the assessment of various combinations of potential containment measures

proposed by epidemiologists and the government. Rather than implementing measures in real-life and analyzing their

impact afterwards, our focus is on finding a balance between the benefits and drawbacks of these measures. Examples of

such measures include mandating face masks in public places, limiting the size of gatherings, closing specific institutions

or stores, and even implementing curfews and regional lockdowns.

Participants in RIPPLE collect personal encounter data anonymously and locally store it on their mobile devices such

as cell phones, similar to privacy-preserving contact tracing apps. However, for epidemiological modeling, RIPPLE

must also derive a contact graph without leaking sensitive personal information in order to compute simulations of

disease spread, which may involve multiple sets of containment measures for some time period, such as two weeks. In

almost every country, we can find a 6-hour period during the night when the majority of the population sleeps and

mobile devices are idle, connected to the Internet via WiFi, and possibly charging, i.e., an ideal time window for running

RIPPLE simulations. The results can then be analysed by medical experts to learn more about the disease or by political

decision-makers to determine the most promising containment measures to implement.

To acquire representative and up-to-date physical encounter data, widespread public usage of RIPPLE would be ideal,

similar to contact tracing apps. One way to encourage this is to piggyback RIPPLE on the official contact tracing applica-

tions used by several countries. Politicians, on the other hand, can motivate residents beyond the intrinsic incentive of

supporting public health by coupling the use of RIPPLE with additional benefits such as discounted or free travel passes.

3.1 System and Threat Model

RIPPLE comprises of p participants, denoted collectively by P, a research institute RI who is in charge of the epidemio-

logical simulations, and a set of MPC servers C responsible for anonymous communication among the participants.

We assume that the research institute and MPC servers are semi-honest [60], which means they correctly follow

protocol specifications while attempting to learn additional information. The semi-honest MPC servers are also used to

establish an anonymous communication channel. We discuss the security of the anonymous communication channel in

more detail in §B.3. A protocol is considered to be secure if nothing is leaked beyond what can be inferred from the output.

Though the semi-honest security model is not the strongest security model, it provides a good trade-off between privacy

and efficiency, which is why it is commonly used in the design of several practical privacy-preserving applications such

as privacy-preserving machine learning [26, 94, 96, 105], genome/medical research [115, 121, 127], and localization

services [71, 124]. It also protects against passive attacks by curious administrators and accidental data leakage.

Furthermore, it is quite often the first step toward developing protocols with stronger privacy guarantees [11, 87]. We

believe this is a reasonable assumption in our setting because the research institute and the servers will be controlled/run

by generally trusted entities such as governments or (public) medical research centres, potentially in collaboration with

NGOs such as the EFF
3
or the CCC

4
.

2
https://covid19.apple.com/contacttracing

3
https://www.eff .org 4

https://www.ccc.de/en/
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Parameter Description

P Set of all participants; P = {P1, . . . ,Pp}
RI Research Institute

C Communication Servers {S0, S1, S2}

paramsim simulation parameters defined by RI

𝑁sim # distinct simulations (executed in parallel)

𝑁step # steps per simulation

classinf infection classes; classinf = {class1inf , . . . , class
Ninf
inf }

𝐼 s
𝑖

P𝑖 ’s infection class in simulation step s ∈ [0, 𝑁step]
E𝑖 Encounter tokens of P𝑖

𝐸max
𝑖

#max. encounters by P𝑖 in pre-defined time interval

𝐸avg average number of encounters

^ computational security parameter ^ = 128

𝑟𝑒 Unique token for encounter 𝑒 ∈ [0, 𝐸max]
𝛿
𝑟𝑒
𝑖

P𝑖 ’s infection likelihood w.r.t. token 𝑟𝑒

Δ𝑖 P𝑖 ’s cumulative infection likelihood

𝑚𝑒
𝑖

metadata of an encounter 𝑒 by P𝑖
(pk𝑖 , sk𝑖 ) P𝑖 ’s public/private key pair

𝜎𝑒
𝑖
. P𝑖 ’s signature on message about encounter 𝑒

Entities

Simulations

Protocols

Table 1. Notations used in RIPPLE.

Given the importance of effective contain-

ment measures, we expect motivated partici-

pants to contribute to epidemiological model-

ing. However, assuming complete honesty

from all millions of potential participants

is unrealistic. Therefore, we also consider a

client-malicious security model [25, 84] for

the participants in P, in which some of the

participants are malicious and may deviate

from the protocol to gather additional infor-

mation about their encounters. Malicious be-

haviour can actively try to hamper or even

destroy the correctness of the simulation.

However, in the scope of this work, we con-

centrate on the aforementioned deviations

for additional information gain, leaving the

problem of developing efficient countermea-

sures against correctness attacks to future

work. Tab. 1 summarises the notations used

in this work.

3.2 Phases of RIPPLE

RIPPLE consists of four phases shown in Fig. 1: i) Token Generation, ii) Simulation Initialization, iii) Simulation Ex-

ecution, and iv) Result Aggregation. While RIPPLE can be applied to any compartment-based epidemiological modeling

of infectious diseases (see §2.2), we will explain RIPPLE using the SEIR model [45, 74] and the COVID-19 virus as an

example. For simplicity, we assume that each participant has installed an app that emulates RIPPLE on their mobile

device, and they enter attributes like workplace, school, regular eateries, and cafes locally within the app (resp. the

app could make suggestions for those based on the user’s frequent locations).

Fig. 2 summarises the phases of the RIPPLE framework in the context of a single simulation setting. Multiple simula-

tions can be executed in parallel. The concrete number of simulation runs with the same parameters or different param-

eters should be determined by epidemiologists. Note that simulations are run on collected data, e.g., from the last days,

and not on real-time encounter information. This combines efficiency with maximally up-to-date encounter information.

1 - Token Generation: During a physical encounter, participants exchange data via Bluetooth LE to collect anony-

mous encounter information (Fig. 3a), similar to contact tracing [65, 108, 122]. These tokens are stored locally on the

devices of the users and do not reveal any sensitive information (i.e., identifying information) about the individuals

involved. In addition to these tokens, the underlying application will collect additional information on the context of

the encounter known as “metadata" for simulation purposes. This varies depending on the underlying instantiation of

the protocol and can include details such as duration, proximity, time, and location. To generate the metadata, a set of

standard labels (e.g., restaurants, bars, gyms) can be automatically assigned to a location derived from Google maps.

The metadata can be used to include or exclude different encounters in the simulation phase, allowing the effect of

containment measures to be modelled (e.g., restaurant closings by excluding all encounters that happened in restaurants).
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The token generation phase is not dependent on the simulation phase, so no simulation-dependent infection data is

exchanged. The token generation phase is modelled as an ideal functionality Fgen that will be instantiated later in §4.

1 - Token Generation

• P𝑖 ∈ P executes Fgen all the time (on its mobile device), collecting encounter data of the form (𝑟𝑒 ,𝑚𝑒 ) with 𝑒 < 𝐸max
𝑖

.

2 - Simulation Initialization

• P𝑖 ∈ P receives paramsim from RI and locally sets 𝐼 1
𝑖
= 𝐼 init

𝑖
.

3 - Simulation Execution

For each simulation step s ∈ [𝑁step ], P𝑖 ∈ P execute the following:

• Filter out encounters using paramsim to obtain encounter set Es
𝑖
.

• For each token 𝑟𝑒 ∈ Es𝑖 , compute the infection likelihood 𝛿
𝑟𝑒
𝑖

locally using the formula from RI.

• Invoke Fesim with the input {𝛿𝑟𝑒
𝑖
}𝑟𝑒 ∈Es𝑖 and obtain Δs

𝑖
=

∑
𝑟𝑒 ∈Es𝑖

ˆ𝛿
𝑟𝑒
𝑖
.

• Update the infection class 𝐼 s
𝑖
using Δs

𝑖
and the guidelines from RI.

4 - Result Aggregation

For each simulation step s ∈ [𝑁step ], execute the following:

• P𝑖 ∈ P prepares {v1i , . . . , v
Ninf
i }s with vki = 1 if 𝐼 s

𝑖
= classkinf and vki = 0 otherwise, for 𝑘 ∈ [𝑁inf ].

• Invoke Fagg with inputs {v1i , . . . , v
Ninf
i }s to enable RI obtain the tuple {C1

inf, . . . ,C
Ninf
inf }

s
, whereCk

inf =
∑
P𝑖 ∈P

vki for𝑘 ∈ [𝑁inf ].

Protocol RIPPLE

Fig. 2. RIPPLE Framework (for one simulation setting).
Running Example: Assume that a participant, Alice, takes the bus to pick up her daughter from school. There are several

other people on this bus – for simplicity, we call them Bob1, . . . , Bobx. As part of the token generation phase, Alice’s

phone exchanges unique anonymous tokens with the devices of the different Bobs. Now, two weeks later, it is night,

and the national research institute (RI) wants to run a simulation covering 14 days to see what effect closing all schools

would have on the disease’s spread. To accomplish this, the RI notifies all registered participants’ applications to run a

simulation using encounter data from the previous two weeks.

2 - Simulation Initialization: The research instituteRI initiates the simulation phase by sending a set of parameters,

denoted by paramsim, to the participants in P. The goal is to “spread" a fictitious infection across 𝑁sim different

simulation settings. To begin a simulation, each participant P𝑖 is assigned to an infection class 𝐼 init
𝑖
∈ classinf (e.g.,

{S}usceptible, {E}xposed, {I}nfectious, {R}ecovered for the SEIR model) as specified in paramsim. For each individual

simulation, paramsim defines a set of containment measures, such as school closings and work from home, which the

participants will use as filters to carry out the simulation in the next stage.
5
In addition, RI publishes a formula to

calculate the infection likelihood 𝛿 . The likelihood is determined by several parameters in the underlying modeling,

such as encounter distance and time. For example, this likelihood might range from 0 (no chance of infection) to

100 (certain to get infected).

5
Note, that potential alternatives (e.g., visiting a bar after restaurant closings) are not covered in this model.
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Running Example: Assume Alice is designated as infectious, while Bob1 is designated as susceptible by RI. The other

participants Bob2, . . . , Bobx are also assigned to an infection class (S, E, I, or R). To simulate containment measures,

the RIPPLE-app now employs filters defined in paramsim. Using the information provided by the participants
6
, the

application may automatically filter out encounters that would not happen if a containment measure were in place,

such as encounters in school while simulating school closings.

3 - Simulation Execution: Once the RI initialises the simulation, 𝑁step simulation steps (steps 3a , 3b , 3c in Fig. 1)

are performed for each of the 𝑁sim simulation settings (e.g., 𝑁step = 14 days). Without loss of generality, consider the

first simulation step and let 𝑁sim = 1. The simulation proceeds as follows:

1) Participant P𝑖 ∈ P filters out the relevant encounters based on the containment measures defined by RI. Let the

corresponding encounter tokens be represented by the set E𝑖 .
2) For each token 𝑟𝑒 ∈ E𝑖 , P𝑖 computes the infection likelihood 𝛿

𝑟𝑒
𝑖

using the formula from RI, i.e., the probability

that P𝑖 infects the respective participant he met during the encounter with identifier token 𝑟𝑒 .

3) Participants use the likelihood values 𝛿 obtained in the previous step to execute an ideal functionality called Fesim,
which allows them to communicate the 𝛿 values anonymously through a set of MPC servers C. Furthermore, it

allows each participant P𝑗 to receive a cumulative infection likelihood, denoted by Δ 𝑗 , based on all of the encounters

they had on the day being simulated, i.e., Δ 𝑗 =
∑

𝑟𝑒 ∈E 𝑗
ˆ𝛿
𝑟𝑒
𝑗
. In this case,

ˆ𝛿
𝑟𝑒
𝑗

denotes the infection likelihood computed

by participant P𝑓 and communicated to P𝑗 for an encounter between P𝑓 and P𝑗 with identifier token 𝑟𝑒 . As will be

discussed later in §3.3, Fesim must output the cumulative result rather than individual infection likelihoods because

the latter can result in a breach of privacy.

4) Following the guidelines set by the RI, P𝑗 updates its infection class 𝐼 𝑗 using the cumulative infection likelihood Δ 𝑗

acquired in the previous step.

These steps above are repeated for each of the 𝑁step simulation steps in order and across all the 𝑁sim simulation settings.

Running Example: Let the simulated containment measure be the closure of schools. As Alice is simulated to be infectious,

Alice’s phone computes the infection likelihood for every single encounter it recorded on the day exactly two weeks

ago (Day 1) except those that occurred at her daughter’s school. Following that, Alice’s phone combines the computed

likelihood of each encounter with the corresponding unique encounter token to form tuples, which are then sent

to the servers instantiating the anonymous communication channel. Using the encounter token as an address, the

servers anonymously forward the likelihood to the person Alice has met, for example, Bob1 (cf. Fig. 3b). Likewise, Bob1

receives one message from each of the other participants he encountered and obtains the corresponding likelihood

information. Bob1 aggregates all likelihoods he obtained from his encounters on Day 1 and checks the aggregated

result to a threshold defined by the RI to see if he has been infected in the simulation
7
.

4 - Result Aggregation: For a given simulation setting, each participant P𝑖 ∈ P will have its infection class 𝐼 s
𝑖

updated at the end of every simulation step s ∈ [𝑁step]. The goal of this phase is to allow RI to obtain the aggregated

number of participants per class (e.g., #S, #E, #I, #R) for each simulated time step. For this, we rely on a Secure

Aggregation functionality, denoted by Fagg, which takes a 𝑁inf-tuple of the form {v1i , . . . , v
Ninf
i }s from each participant

for every simulation step s and outputs the aggregate of this tuple over all the p participants to RI. In this case, vki
is an indicator variable for the 𝑘-th infection class, which is set to one if 𝐼 s

𝑖
= classkinf and zero otherwise. Secure

6
This may also include location data obtained from the mobile app., e.g., Check In and Journal fields in the Corona-Warn contact tracing app.

7
Bob1

obtains only the aggregated likelihood in the actual protocol.

9
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aggregation [50, 81, 86, 86] is a well-studied building block in cryptography these days, particularly in the context of

federated learning, and there are numerous solutions proposed for various settings, such as using TEEs, a semi-trusted

server aggregating ciphertexts under homomorphic encryption, or multiple non-colluding servers that aggregate secret

shares. In this work, we consider Fagg to be a black box that can be instantiated using multiple existing solutions.

dkc9

b1kq

(a) Token Generation

Sent: 
dkc9

Sent: 
b1kq

Received: 
dkc9 
b1kq

simulated

(b) Simulation

Fig. 3. Token Generation and Simulation phases in RIPPLE.

Running Example: All participants will know their

updated infection class at the end of Day 1’s simula-

tion round, and they will prepare a 4-tuple of the form

{vS, vE, vI, vR} representing their updated infection class

in the SEIR model. Participants will then engage in a se-

cure aggregation protocol that determines the number

of participants assigned to each infection class, which

is then delivered to the RI. Then, the second simulation

round begins, which replicates the procedure but this

time using encounters from 13 days ago, i.e., Day 2. The

RI obtains the aggregated number of participants for each

of the simulated 14 days, i.e., a simulation of how the disease would spread if all schools had been closed in the previous

14 days (cf. graph in Fig. 1).

3.3 Privacy Requirements

1
1
1

Fig. 4. Linking Identities Attack. Alice
and Bob had several encounters, but Al-
ice and Charlie only had one.

Keeping the contact graph private requires that the participants remain unaware

of any unconscious interactions. This means they cannot find out if they had

unconscious contact with the same person more than once or how often they

did. We remark that an insecure variant of RIPPLE, in which each participant

P𝑖 receives the infection likelihood
ˆ𝛿𝑒
𝑖
for all of its encounters 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝑖 separately

(instead of the aggregation of all), will not meet this requirement as described

next.

Linking Identities Attacks. To demonstrate this, observe that when running

multiple simulations (with different simulation parameters paramsim) on the same

day, participants will use the same encounter tokens and metadata from the token generation phase in each simulation.

If a participant P𝑖 (Alice) can see the infection likelihood
ˆ𝛿𝑖 of each of her interactions separately, P𝑖 can look for

correlations between those likelihoods to see if another participant P𝑗 (Bob) was encountered more than once. We call

this a Linking Identities Attack and depict it in Fig. 4, where, for simplicity, the infection likelihood accepts just two

values: 1 is a high infection likelihood and 0 is a low one.

Consider the following scenario to help clarify the issue: Alice and Bob work together in the same office. As a

result, they have numerous conscious encounters during working hours. However, in their spare time, they may be

unaware that they are in the same location (e.g., a club) and may not want the other to know. Even if they do not see

each other, their phones constantly collect encounters. Assume the RI sent the participants a very simple infection

likelihood formula that simply returns 0 (not infected) or 1 (infected). Furthermore, since the data is symmetric, both

Alice and Bob have the same metadata (duration, distance, etc.) about their conscious and unconscious encounters. Let

Bob be modelled as infectious in the first simulation. As a result, he will send a 1 for each (conscious and unconscious)

10
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encounter he had (including those with Alice). If multiple simulations are run on the same day (i.e., with the same

encounters), Alice will notice that some encounters, specifically all conscious and unconscious encounters with Bob,

always have the same infection likelihood: If Bob is not infectious, all will return a 0; if Bob is infectious, all will return

a 1. Thus, even if Alice had unconscious encounters with Bob, she can detect the correlations between the encounters

and, as a result, determine which unconscious encounters were most likely with Bob.

The more simulations she runs, the more confident she becomes because the infection state for multiple simulations

is a unique fingerprint. Since every participant knows the formula, this attack can be extended to complex infection

likelihood functions as well. While it may be more computationally expensive than the simple case, Alice is still able to

identify correlations. This attack also works even if all of the encounters were unconscious. In such situations, Alice

may not be able to trace related encounters to a single person (Bob), but she can infer that they were all with the same

person (which is more than learning nothing). To avoid a Linking Identities attack, RIPPLE ensures that in a simulation

phase, each participant receives just an aggregation of all infection likelihoods of their encounters. It cannot be avoided

that participants can understand that when “getting infected” someone of their contacts must have been in contact

with a (simulated) infectious participant. As this is only a simulated infection, we consider this leakage acceptable.

11

Fig. 5. Sybil Attack.

Sybil Attack. While the Linking Identities Attack is already possible for semi-

honest adversaries, malicious participants may go even further to circumvent the

aggregation mechanism that prevents access to individual infection likelihoods.

They could, for example, construct many sybils, i.e., multiple identities using several

mobile devices, to collect each encounter one by one and then conduct a Linking

Identities Attack with the information.

A registration system can be used to increase the costs of performing sybil attacks,

i.e., to prevent an adversary from creating many identities. This assures that only

legitimate users are allowed to join and participate in the simulation. In a closed ecosystem, such as a cpmpany, this can

be achieved by letting each member receive exactly one token to participate in the simulation. On a larger scale at the

national level, one can let each citizen receive a token linked to a digital ID card. In such authentication mechanisms,

anonymous credentials (cf. §A) can be used to ensure anonymity.

Inference Attacks. Note that although RIPPLE mimics the spirit of Federated Learning (FL) [93], it is not susceptible

to so-called inference attacks [52, 99] in the same sense as FL. First of all, RIPPLE only reveals the final output (to a

research institute RI) and no individual updates/results that ease information extraction. However, the analysis results

provided to RI (cf. §3.1) contain information about the spread of the modeled disease in a specific population (otherwise

it would be meaningless to run the simulation). The ideal functionality does not cover leakage from the final output

but protects privacy during the computation. Thus, anything that might be inferred from the output is not considered

in our security model. We argue that it is in the public interest to provide such aggregated information to the RI for

deciding upon effective containment measures against infectious diseases.

4 INSTANTIATING Fesim
In this section, we propose two instantiations of Fesim that cover different use cases and offer different trust-efficiency

trade-offs. Our first design, RIPPLETEE (§4.1), assumes the presence of trusted execution environments (TEEs) such as

ARM TrustZone on the mobile devices of the participants. In our second design, RIPPLEPIR (§4.2), we eliminate this

assumption and provide a software only solution using cryptographic techniques such as private information retrieval.

11
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4.1 RIPPLETEE

The deployment of the entire operation in a single designated TEE would be a simple solution to achieving the ideal

functionality Fesim. However, given the massive amount of data that must be handled in a large-scale simulation with

potentially millions of users, TEE resource limitations are a prohibitive factor. Furthermore, since the TEE would contain

the entire population’s contact graph, it would be a single point of failure and an appealing target for an attack on TEE’s

known vulnerabilities. RIPPLETEE (Fig. 6), on the other hand, leverages the presence of TEEs in participants’ mobile

devices but in a decentralised manner, ensuring that each TEE handles only information related to the encounters made

by the respective participant.

72 1

0
3

Anonymous Communication

4

6

5

Fig. 6. RIPPLETEE Overview. Messages in red denote addi-
tional steps needed for malicious participants.

Before going into the details of RIPPLETEE, we will go over

the Fanon functionality (cf. §B.3) that we will use in our instanti-

ation. We define it as follows: Fanon allows two participants, P𝑖
and P𝑗 , to send messages to each other anonymously via a set of

communication servers C. The set C consists of one server act-

ing as an entry node (Nentry), receiving messages from senders,

and one server acting as an exit node (Nexit), forwarding mes-

sages to receivers. In Fanon, sender P𝑖 does not learn to whom

the message is sent, and receiver P𝑗 does not learn who sent

it. Similarly, the servers in C will be unable to link receiver and

sender of a message. Anonymous communication (cf. §A) is an

active research area, e.g., [1, 5, 51, 63], and Fanon in RIPPLETEE

can be instantiated using any of these efficient techniques.

4.1.1 The RIPPLETEE Protocol.

Token Generation (steps 0 to 1 in Fig. 6): During the pre-computation phase, the TEE of each participant P𝑖 ∈ P
generates a list of fresh unique public/private keys (pk𝑒𝑖 , sk

𝑒
𝑖 ) for all possible encounters 𝑒 ∈ [𝐸max

𝑖
]. The keys can

be pre-generated and stored, e.g., on the day before. The newly generated public keys are then sent by P𝑖 ’s TEE to

the exit node Nexit (step 0 in Fig. 6) to enable anonymous communication (cf. §B.3) via Fanon later in the protocol’s

simulation part.

During a physical encounter 𝑒 , P𝑖 and P𝑗 exchange two unused public keys pk
𝑒
𝑖 and pk

𝑒
𝑗 (step 1 in Fig. 6). Simulta-

neously, both participants compute and record metadata𝑚𝑒 , such as the time, location, and duration of the encounter,

and store this information alongside the received public key.

Additional measures are required for malicious participants to ensure that the participants are exchanging public

keys generated by the TEEs: After obtaining the new public keys from P𝑖 , the exit node Nexit signs them and returns

the signatures to P𝑖 after checking that it is connecting directly with a non-corrupted TEE (step 0 in Fig. 6). During a

physical encounter, P𝑗 will provide the corresponding signature, denoted by 𝜎𝑒
𝑗
along with pk

𝑒
𝑗 so that the receiver P𝑖

can verify that the key was correctly generated by P𝑗 ’s TEE (step 2 in Fig. 6).

Simulation Execution. (steps 2 to 7 in Fig. 6): All local computations, including infection likelihood calculation

and infection class updates, will be performed within the participants’ TEEs. In detail, for each encounter 𝑒 involving

participants P𝑖 and P𝑗 , the following steps are executed:
– P𝑖 ’s TEE computes 𝛿

𝑟𝑒
𝑖

and encrypts it using the public key pk
𝑒
𝑗 of P𝑗 obtained during the token generation phase.

Let the ciphertext be 𝑐𝑒
𝑖, 𝑗

= Enc
pk

𝑒
𝑗
(𝛿𝑟𝑒
𝑖
) (step 2 in Fig. 6).
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– P𝑖 ’s TEE establishes a secure channel with the entry node Nentry of C via remote attestation and uploads the tuple

(pk𝑒𝑗 , 𝑐𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 ) (step 3 in Fig. 6).

– The tuple (pk𝑒𝑗 , 𝑐𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 ) traverses through the servers in C and reaches the exit nodeNexit (step 4 in Fig. 6, instantiation

details for the anonymous communication channel are given in §B.3).

– If the public key pk
𝑒
𝑖 has already been used in this simulation step

8
, Nexit discards the tuple (step 5 in Fig. 6).

– Otherwise, Nexit uses pk
𝑒
𝑗 to identify the recipient P𝑗 and sends the ciphertext 𝑐𝑒

𝑖, 𝑗
to P𝑗 (step 6 in Fig. 6).

After receiving the ciphertexts for all of the encounters, P𝑗 ’s TEE decrypts them and aggregates the likelihoods to

produce the desired output (step 7 in Fig. 6).

4.1.2 Security of RIPPLETEE. First, we consider the case of semi-honest participants. During the token generation

phase, since the current architecture in most mobile devices does not allow direct communication with a TEE while

working with Bluetooth LE interfaces, participant P𝑖 can access both the sent and received public keys before they

are processed in the TEE. However, unique keys are generated per encounter and do not reveal anything about an

encounter’s identities due to the security of the underlying Fgen functionality, which captures the goal of several contact

tracing apps in use.

The Fanon functionality, which implements an anonymous communication channel utilising the servers in C, aids in
achieving contact graph privacy by preventing participants from learning to/from whom they are sending/receiving

messages. While the entry node learns who sends messages to it, it does not learn who receives them. Similarly, the exit

node Nexit has no knowledge of the sender but learns the recipient using the public key. Regarding confidentiality,

participants in RIPPLETEE have no knowledge of the messages being communicated because they cannot access the

content of the TEEs and the TEEs communicate directly to the anonymous channel. Furthermore, servers in C will not

have access to the messages as they are encrypted.

For the case of malicious participants, they could send specifically crafted keys during the token generation phase

instead of the ones created by their TEE. However, this will make the signature verification fail and the encounter will

get discarded. Furthermore, a malicious participant may reuse public keys for multiple encounters. This manipulation,

however, will be useless because the exit nodeNexit checks that each key is only used once before forwarding messages

to participants. During the simulation phase, all data and computation are handled directly inside the TEEs of the

participants, so no manipulation is possible other than cutting the network connection, i.e., dropping out of the

simulation, ensuring correctness. Dropouts occur naturally when working with mobile devices and have no effect on

privacy guarantees.

4.2 RIPPLEPIR

In the following, we show how to get rid of RIPPLETEE’s assumption of each participant having a TEE on their mobile

devices. If we simply remove the TEE part of RIPPLETEE and run the same protocol, decryption and aggregation of a

participant’s received infection likelihoods would be under their control. Thus, the individual infection likelihoods

of all encounters would be known to them, leaking information about the contact graph (cf. §3.3). To get around this

privacy issue, we need to find another way to aggregate the infection likelihoods so that only the sum, not individual

values, can be derived by the participants.

Private Information Retrieval (PIR, cf. §A) is one promising solution for allowing participants to retrieve infection

likelihoods sent to them anonymously. PIR enables the private download of an item from a public database D held byM

8
This step is not required for semi-honest participants.
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servers without leaking any information to the servers, such as which item is queried or the content of the queried item.

However, classical PIR is unsuitable for our needs because we need to retrieve the sum of 𝜏 items from the database

rather than the individual ones. As a result, we introduce the ideal functionality Fpirsum (Fig. 7), which is similar to a

conventional PIR functionality but returns the sum of 𝜏 queried locations of the database as a result. For the remainder

of this section, we consider Fpirsum to be an ideal black-box and will discuss concrete instantiations in §5.

Fpirsum interacts withM servers, denoted by C, and participant P𝑖 ∈ P.

Input: Fpirsum receives 𝜏 indices denoted by Q = {𝑞1, . . . , 𝑞𝜏 } from P𝑖 and a database D from C.
Output: Fpirsum sends

∑𝜏
𝑗=1 D[𝑞 𝑗 ] to P𝑖 as the output.

Functionality Fpirsum

Fig. 7. Ideal functionality for PIR-SUM (semi-honest).

2

6
2 1

4

5
3

Anonymous Communication

Fig. 8. RIPPLEPIR Overview.

4.2.1 The RIPPLEPIR Protocol.

Token Generation (step 1 in Fig. 8): During a physical encounter

𝑒 among participants P𝑖 and P𝑗 , they generate and exchange

unique ^-bit random tokens denoted by 𝑟𝑒
𝑖
and 𝑟𝑒

𝑗
. Both partici-

pants, like in RIPPLETEE, record the metadata𝑚𝑒
as well. Thus,

at the end of a simulation step s ∈ [𝑁step] (e.g., a day), P𝑖 holds
a list of sent encounter tokens 𝐸s

𝑖
= {𝑟𝑒

𝑖
}𝑒∈E𝑖 , where E𝑖 is the

complete (sent/received) set of encounters of P𝑖 , and a list of re-
ceived tokens, denoted by 𝑅s

𝑖
= {𝑟𝑒

𝑗
}𝑒∈E𝑖 . Looking ahead, these

random tokens will be used as addresses for communicating the

corresponding infection likelihood among the participants.

Simulation Execution (steps 2 to 6 in Fig. 8): For local com-

putations like encounter filtering and infection likelihood cal-

culation, the steps for an encounter 𝑒 between P𝑖 and P𝑗 are:
• P𝑖 blinds each 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑖 computed with the corresponding random token 𝑟𝑒

𝑗
received from P𝑗 and obtains the ciphertext

𝑐𝑒
𝑖, 𝑗

= 𝛿
𝑟𝑒
𝑖
+H(𝑟𝑒

𝑗
| |ssim | |0) mod 2

𝑙
. Further, it computes the destination address for the ciphertext as 𝑎𝑖, 𝑗 = H(𝑟𝑒

𝑗
| |ssim | |1).

Here, H() is a cryptographic hash function and ssim ∈ [𝑁sim] denotes the current simulation setting. (step 2 in Fig. 8)

To prevent the exit node Nexit from linking messages from different simulations, ssim is utilized in H() to generate
unique (ciphertext, address) tuples for the same encounters across multiple simulation settings.

• P𝑖 sends the tuple (𝑐𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 , 𝑎𝑖, 𝑗 ) anonymously toNexit with the help of the servers in C.Nexit discards all the tuples

with the same address field (𝑎𝑖, 𝑗 ). (step 3 to 4 in Fig. 8, instantiation details for the anonymous communication

channel are given in §B.3)

As a server in C,Nexit locally creates the database D for the current simulation step using all of the (𝑎𝑖, 𝑗 , 𝑐𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 ) tuples
received (part of step 4 in Fig. 8). A naive solution of inserting 𝑐𝑒

𝑖, 𝑗
using a simple hashing of the address 𝑎𝑖, 𝑗 will not

provide an efficient solution in our case since we require only one message to be stored in each database entry to have

an injective mapping between addresses and messages. This is required for the message receiver to precisely download

the messages that were sent to them. Using simple hashing, this would translate to a large database size to ensure a

negligible probability of collisions. Instead, in RIPPLEPIR, we use a novel variant of a garbled cuckoo table that we call

arithmetic garbled cuckoo table (AGCT, cf. §4.2.3), with 𝑎𝑖, 𝑗 as the insertion key for the database.
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Once the database D is created, Nexit sends it to the other servers in C based on the instantiation of Fpirsum (cf. §5).

Each P𝑗 ∈ P will then participate in an instance of Fpirsum with the PIR servers C sharing a database D. P𝑗 uses the
addresses of all its sent encounters from 𝐸s

𝑗
, namely H(𝑟𝑒 | |ssim | |1), as the input to Fpirsum and obtains the blinded

cumulative infection likelihood, denoted by Δ̂ 𝑗 , as the output (step 5 in Fig. 8). The cumulative infection likelihood, Δ 𝑗 ,

is then unblinded as Δ 𝑗 = Δ̂ 𝑗 −
∑
𝑟𝑒 ∈ 𝐸s

𝑗
H(𝑟𝑒 | |ssim | |0) mod 2

𝑙
concluding the current simulation step (step 6 in Fig. 8).

4.2.2 Security of RIPPLEPIR. Except for the database constructions at exit nodeNexit and the subsequent invocation of

the Fpirsum functionality for the cumulative infection likelihood computation, the security guarantees for semi-honest

participants in RIPPLEPIR are similar to those of RIPPLETEE.

0 1 N-1

...

2

0 1 N-1

...

2

0 1 N-1

...

2

Fig. 9. Insertion into the Arithmetic Garbled Cuckoo Table (AGCT). H1 and H2

are two hash functions. {𝑘1,𝑚1} and {𝑘2,𝑚2} are key-value pairs where the
key is used to determine the address of the data in the database.

Unlike RIPPLETEE,Nexit in RIPPLEPIR can-

not identify the message’s destination from

the address as it is only known by the re-

ceiving participant. Further, participants ob-

tain their cumulative infection likelihood di-

rectly via the Fpirsum functionality, ensuring

that Nexit cannot infer the participant’s en-

counter data and, thus, contact graph privacy.

Malicious participants in RIPPLEPIR, as op-

posed to RIPPLETEE, can tamper with the pro-

tocol’s correctness by providing incorrect in-

puts. However, as stated in the threat model

in §3, we assume that malicious participants

in our framework will not tamper with the

correctness and will only try to learn addi-

tional information. A malicious participant

could re-use the same encounter token for multiple encounters during token generation which would result in multiple

tuples with the same address. However, as stated in the protocol,Nexit will discard all such tuples, effectively removing

the malicious participant from the system. Another potential information leakage caused by a participant re-using

encounter tokens is that the entry point of the anonymous communication channel will be able to deduce that multiple

participants, say P𝑖 and P𝑗 , had an encounter with the same participant. This is not an issue in our protocol because we

instantiate the Fanon functionality using a 3-server oblivious shuffling scheme (cf. §B.3), where all the servers except

Nexit will not see any messages in the clear, but only see secret shares.

4.2.3 Arithmetic Garbled Cuckoo Table (AGCT). We design a variant of garbled cuckoo tables ([109], cf. §A) that we

term arithmetic garbled cuckoo table (AGCT) to reduce the size of the PIR database while ensuring a negligible collision

probability. It uses arithmetic sharing instead of XOR-sharing to share database entries and the details are presented next.

Let’s assume two key-message pairs {𝑘1,𝑚1} and {𝑘2,𝑚2}9 shall be added to database 𝐷 with 𝑁 bins and two hash

function H1 and H2 to determine the insertion addresses. The insertion process works as follows:

1. Insertion of {𝑘1,𝑚1}:
a) Compute 𝑎1 = H1 (𝑘1) mod 𝑁 and 𝑎2 = H2 (𝑘1) mod 𝑁 .

b) Check if bins 𝑎1, 𝑎2 are already occupied. Let’s assume this is not the case.

9 𝑘 corresponds to a key and𝑚 to a message in our application.
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c) Compute the arithmetic sharing of the message𝑚1: ⟨𝑚1⟩0 = 𝑟1 ∈𝑅 Z2ℓ and ⟨𝑚1⟩1 =𝑚1 − ⟨𝑚1⟩0 mod 2
ℓ
.

d) Insert 𝐷 [𝑎1] = ⟨𝑚1⟩0, 𝐷 [𝑎2] = ⟨𝑚1⟩1.
2. Insertion of {𝑘2,𝑚2}:
a) Compute 𝑏1 = H1 (𝑘2) mod 𝑁 and 𝑏2 = H2 (𝑘2) mod 𝑁 .

b) Check if bins 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 are already occupied. Let’s assume 𝑏1 = 𝑎1, i.e., the first bin is already occupied, but bin 𝑏2

is free.

c) Compute the arithmetic sharing 𝑚2 with ⟨𝑚2⟩0 = ⟨𝑚1⟩0 as 𝑏1 = 𝑎1. Then, the other share is ⟨𝑚2⟩1 = 𝑚2 −
⟨𝑚2⟩0 mod 2

ℓ
.

d) Insert 𝐷 [𝑏1] = ⟨𝑚2⟩0 and 𝐷 [𝑏2] = ⟨𝑚2⟩1.
Double Collision: Now the question is how to handle the insertion of a database entry if both addresses determined by

the two hash functions are already occupied. An easy solution is to pick different hash functions s.t. no double collision

occurs for all 𝑛 elements that shall be stored in the database. Alternatively, Pinkas et al. [109] demonstrate for a garbled

cuckoo table how to extend the database by 𝑑 + _ bins, where 𝑑 is the upper bound of double collisions and _ is an error

parameter, such that double collisions occur with a negligible likelihood. For details, please refer to [109, §5].

5 PIR-SUM: INSTANTIATING Fpirsum
So far, the discussion has focused on RIPPLE as a generic framework composed of multiple ideal functionalities that could

be efficiently instantiated using state-of-the-art privacy-enhancing technologies. In this section, we will concentrate on

instantiating our novel Fpirsum functionality (Fig. 7) using three semi-honest MPC servers. In particular, we have three

servers S0, S1, and S2, and we design the PIRsum protocol to instantiate the Fpirsum functionality.

The problem statement in our context is formally defined as follows: Participant P𝑖 ∈ P has a set of 𝜏 indices denoted

by Q = {𝑞1, . . . , 𝑞𝜏 } and wants to retrieve res =
∑
𝑞∈Q D[𝑞] mod 2

ℓ
. In this case, D is a database with 𝑁 elements of

ℓ-bits each that is held in the clear by both the servers S1 and S2. The server S0 aids in the computation performed by

the servers S1 and S2. Furthermore, we assume a one-time setup (cf. §B.1) among the servers and P𝑖 that establishes
shared pseudorandom keys among them to facilitate non-interactive generation of random values and, thus, save

communication [9, 26, 105].

5.1 Overview of PIRsum protocol

At a high level, the idea is to use multiple instances of a standard 2-server PIR functionality [18, 33], denoted by F 2S
pir ,

and combine the responses to get the sum of the desired blocks as the output. D𝑚 = D +𝑚 mod 2
ℓ
denotes a modified

version of the database D in which every block is summed with the same ℓ-bit mask𝑚, i.e., D𝑚 [𝑖] = D[𝑖] +𝑚 for

𝑖 ∈ [𝑁 ]. The protocol proceeds as follows:
– S1 and S2 non-interactively sample 𝜏 random mask values {𝑚1, . . . ,𝑚𝜏 } such that

∑𝜏
𝑗=1𝑚 𝑗 = 0.

10

– S1, S2, and P𝑖 execute 𝜏 instances of F 2S
pir in parallel, with servers using D𝑚 𝑗

as the database and P𝑖 using 𝑞 𝑗 as the
query for the 𝑗-th instance for 𝑗 ∈ [𝜏]. The result obtained by P𝑖 from the 𝑗-th F 2S

pir instance is denoted by res𝑗 .

– P𝑖 locally computes

∑𝜏
𝑗=1 res𝑗 to obtain the desired result.

The details for instantiating F 2S
pir using the standard linear summation PIR approach [33] are provided in §C. The

approach requires P𝑖 to communicate 𝑁 · 𝜏 bits to the servers, which is further reduced in RIPPLEPIR as shown in §5.3.

10
These masks are sampled for each participant.
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Malicious participants. Recall from our threat model (cf. §3.1) that a malicious participant may deviate from the

protocol to gain additional knowledge but does not try to harm correctness. For example, it could use the same query,

say 𝑞 𝑗 , in all 𝜏 instances and retrieve only the block corresponding to 𝑞 𝑗 by dividing the result by 𝜏 . We use a simple

verification scheme over the F 2S
pir functionality to prevent these manipulations. Its details are presented next.

For malicious participants, we want to ensure that P𝑖 used a distinct vector
®b (representing a PIR query 𝑞 𝑗 , cf. §C)

during the 𝜏 parallel instances. One naive approach is to have S1 and S2 compute the bitwise-OR of all the 𝜏 bit query

vectors
®b1, . . . , ®b𝜏 , and then run a secure two-party computation protocol to compare the number of ones in the resultant

vector to 𝜏 . We use the additional server S0 to further optimize this step. S1 and S2 send randomly shuffled versions of

their secret shared bit vectors to S0, who reconstructs the shuffled vectors and performs the verification locally. This

approach leaks no information to S0 because it has no information about the underlying database D. The verification

procedure is as follows:

– S1 and S2 non-interactively agree on a random permutation, denoted by 𝜋 .

– S𝑢 sends 𝜋 ( [®b 𝑗 ]𝑢 ) to S0 for 𝑗 ∈ [𝜏] and 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}.
– S0 locally reconstructs 𝜋 (®b 𝑗 ) = 𝜋 ( [®b 𝑗 ]1) ⊕ 𝜋 ( [®b 𝑗 ]2), for 𝑗 ∈ [𝜏]. If all the 𝜏 bit vectors are correctly formed and

distinct, it sends Accept to S1 and S2. Else, it sends abort.

Note that the verification using P0 will incur a communication of 2𝜏𝑁 bits among the servers. Furthermore, the

above verification method can be applied to any instantiation of F 2S
pir that generates a boolean sharing of the query bit

vector among the PIR servers and computes the response as described above, e.g., the PIR schemes of [17, 18, 33].

5.2 Instantiating Fpirsum
The formal protocol for PIRsum in the case of malicious participants is provided in Fig. 10 and is based on a variant

of the standard 2-server PIR functionality F 2S
pir (as will be discussed in HYB2 below). In PIRsum, the servers S1, S2 and

the participant P𝑖 run 𝜏 instances of F 2S
pir in parallel, one for each query 𝑞 ∈ Q. Following the execution, P𝑖 receives

D[𝑞] + r𝑞 whereas S𝑢 receives r𝑞, [𝑞]𝑢 , for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2} and 𝑞 ∈ Q. P𝑖 then adds up the received messages to get a masked

version of the desired output, i.e,

∑
𝑞∈Q D[𝑞] +maskQ withmaskQ =

∑
𝑞∈Q r𝑞 . S1, S2 computemaskQ in the same way.

Input(s): i) S1, S2 : D; |D | = 𝑁 , ii) P𝑖 : Q = {𝑞1, . . . , 𝑞𝜏 }, and iii) S0 : ⊥.
Output: P𝑖 : res =

∑
𝑞∈Q D[𝑞 ] for distinct queries, else res = ⊥.

Computation

1. For each 𝑞 ∈ Q,

a. S1, S2 and P𝑖 invoke F2Spir (cf. HYB2 in proof of Lemma 5.1) with the inputs D, 𝑞.

b. Let r𝑞, [𝑞 ]𝑢 denote the output of S𝑢 , for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2} and D[𝑞 ] + r𝑞 denote the output of P𝑖 .

2. P𝑖 computes res′ =
∑
𝑞∈Q (D[𝑞 ] + r𝑞 ) , while S1, S2 computes maskQ =

∑
𝑞∈Q r𝑞 .

3. S1, S2 and S0 invokes Fvrfy on the secret shares of queries, denoted by { [𝑞 ]𝑢 }𝑞∈Q,𝑢∈{1,2} , to check the distinctness of the

queries in Q.

4. If Fvrfy returns Accept, S1, S2 sends maskQ to P𝑖 , who computes res = res′ − maskQ . Otherwise, abort.

Protocol PIRsum

Fig. 10. PIRsum Protocol.
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The protocol could be completed by S1 and S2 sending maskQ to P𝑖 , then P𝑖 unmasking its value to obtain the

desired output. However, before communicating the mask, the servers must ensure that all queries in Q are distinct, as

shown in Fpirsum (Fig. 11). For this, S1, S2 use their share of the queries 𝑞 ∈ Q and participate in a secure computation

protocol with S0. We capture this with an ideal functionality Fvrfy, which takes the secret shares of 𝜏 values from S1
and S2 and returns Accept to the servers if all of the underlying secrets are distinct. Otherwise, it returns abort.

5.2.1 Security of PIRsum Protocol. Fig. 11 presents the ideal functionality for PIRsum in the context of malicious

participants. In this case, Fpirsum first checks whether all the queries made by the participant P𝑖 are distinct. If yes, the
correct result is sent to P𝑖 ; otherwise, ⊥ is sent to P𝑖 .

Fpirsum interacts with servers in C, and participant P𝑖 ∈ P.

Input: Fpirsum receives 𝜏 indices denoted by Q = {𝑞1, . . . , 𝑞𝜏 } from P𝑖 and a database D from C.
Computation: Fpirsum sets 𝑦 =

∑𝜏
𝑗=1 D[𝑞 𝑗 ] if all the queries in Q are distinct. Else, it sets 𝑦 = ⊥.

Output: Fpirsum sends 𝑦 to P𝑖 .

Functionality Fpirsum

Fig. 11. PIR-SUM functionality (malicious participants).

Lemma 5.1. Protocol PIRsum (Fig. 10) securely realises the Fpirsum ideal functionality (Fig. 11) for the case of malicious

participants in the {F 2S
pir , Fvrfy}-hybrid model.

Proof. The proof follows with a hybrid argument based on the three hybrids HYB0, HYB1, and HYB2 discussed

below. Furthermore, any secure three-party protocol can be used to instantiate Fvrfy in RIPPLE.

We use a standard 2-server PIR functionality, denoted by F 2S
pir , to instantiate Fpirsum. The guarantees of F

2S
pir , however,

are insufficient to meet the security requirements of Fpirsum, so we modify F 2S
pir as a sequence of hybrids, denoted by

HYB: The modification is carried out in such a way that for a malicious participant P𝑖 , each hybrid is computationally

indistinguishable from the one before it. F 2S
pir is equal to the first hybrid HYB0. We use the hybrid HYB2 instead of

F 2S
pir , and we omit introducing a different notation for the same for simplicity.

HYB0: Let F 2S
pir denote a 2-server PIR ideal functionality for our case, with servers S1 and S2 acting as database holders

and P𝑖 acting as the client. For a database D held by S1 and S2 and a query 𝑞 held by P𝑖 , F 2S
pir returns D[𝑞] to P𝑖 , but S1

and S2 receive nothing.

HYB1: We modify F 2S
pir so that it returns D[𝑞] + r to P𝑖 , and S1, S2 receive r, where r is a random value from the domain

of database block size, such that addition of r to the database blocks respects the underlying distribution. In other words,

the modification can be thought of as the standard F 2S
pir being executed over a database Dr = D + r rather than the

actual database D. This modification leaks no additional information regarding the query to the servers because they

will receive random masks that are independent of the query 𝑞. Furthermore, from the perspective of P𝑖 with no prior

knowledge of the database D, HYB1 will be indistinguishable from HYB0 because the values it sees in both cases are

from the same distribution. As a result, HYB0 ≈ HYB1.

HYB2: Looking ahead, in PIRsum, the servers S1, S2 and the participant P𝑖 run 𝜏 instances of F 2S
pir in parallel, one for

each query 𝑞 ∈ Q. As shown in Fpirsum (Fig. 11), the servers must ensure that all of the queries in Q are distinct. For

this, we modify F 2S
pir in HYB1 to additionally output a secret share of the query 𝑞 to each of S1 and S2. Because the

servers S1 and S2 are assumed to be non-colluding in our setting, this modification will leak no information about the

query 𝑞 to either server. Since the output to P𝑖 remains unchanged, HYB1 ≈ HYB2 from P𝑖 ’s perspective. □
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5.3 Reducing participant’s communication

PIRsum in RIPPLEPIR can be implemented using two approaches with different trade-offs to minimize participants’ com-

munication and computation. PIRIsum (Fig. 12) prioritizes low communication over computation, while PIRIIsum (Fig. 13)

reduces both the computational and communication overhead of the participant by involving an additional server S0 ∈ C.

5.3.1 PIRIsum (Fig. 12). In this approach, we instantiate F 2S
pir using PIR techniques based on Function Secret Sharing

(FSS) [17, 18, 36]. To retrieve the 𝑞-th block from the database, P𝑖 uses FSS on a Distributed Point Function (DPF) [58]

that evaluates to a 1 only when the input 𝑞 is 1 and to 0 otherwise. P𝑖 generates two DPF keys 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 that satisfy

the above constraint and sends one key to each of the servers S1 and S2. The servers S1 and S2 can then locally expand

their key share to obtain their share for the bit vector
®b and the rest of the procedure proceeds similarly to the naive

linear summation method discussed in §5.1 (more details on Linear Summation PIR are given in §C). The key size for

a database with 𝑁 blocks using the optimised DPF construction in [18] is about _ log
2
(𝑁 /_) bits, where _ = 128 for

an AES-based implementation. Fig. 12 provides the formal details of the PIRIsum protocol.

Input(s): i) S1, S2 : D; |D | = 𝑁 , ii) P𝑖 : Q = {𝑞1, . . . , 𝑞𝜏 }, and iii) S0 : ⊥.
Output: P𝑖 : res =

∑
𝑞∈Q D[𝑞 ]

Computation S1 and S2 sample 𝜏 randommask values {𝑚1, . . . ,𝑚𝜏 } ∈ Z𝜏
2
ℓ such that

∑𝜏
𝑗=1𝑚 𝑗 = 0. For each𝑞 ∈ Q, execute:

1. S1, S2 locally compute D𝑚𝑞 = D +𝑚𝑞 .

2. Execute DPF protocol [18] (verifiable DPF for malicious participants) with P𝑖 as client with input 𝑞. Server S𝑢 obtains [®b𝑞 ]𝑢
with b𝑗𝑞 = 1 for 𝑗 = 𝑞 and b𝑗𝑞 = 0 for 𝑗 ≠ 𝑞, for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}.

Verification Let {®b𝑞1 , . . . , ®b𝑞𝜏 } denote the bit vectors whose XOR-shares are generated during the preceding steps.

3. Servers verify correctness of 𝑞 𝑗 , 𝑗 ∈ [𝜏 ], by executing the Ver algorithm of the verifiable DPF protocol [18] (cf. §B.4). It

outputs Accept to S1 and S2 if 𝑞 𝑗 has exactly 1 one and (𝑁 − 1) zeroes. Else, it outputs abort.

4. S𝑢 computes [®b𝑐 ]𝑢 = ⊕𝑞∈Q [®b𝑞 ]𝑢 , for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}.

5. S1 and S2 non-interactively agree on random permutation 𝜋 .

6. S𝑢 sends 𝜋 ( [®b𝑐 ]𝑢 ) to S0, for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}.

7. S0 locally reconstructs 𝜋 (®b𝑐 ) = 𝜋 ( [®b𝑞 ]1 ) ⊕𝜋 ( [®b𝑞 ]2 ) , sends Accept to S1 and S2, if 𝜋 (®b𝑐 ) has exactly 𝜏 ones, abort otherwise.

Output Transfer Send ⊥ to P𝑖 if verifiable DPF or S0 generated abort during verification. Otherwise, proceed as follows:

8. S𝑢 sends [𝑦𝑞 ]𝑢 =
𝑁⊕
𝑗=1

[b𝑗𝑞 ]𝑢D𝑚𝑞 [ 𝑗 ] to P𝑖 , for 𝑞 ∈ Q,𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}.

9. P𝑖 locally computes res =
∑
𝑞∈Q ( [𝑦𝑞 ]1 ⊕ [𝑦𝑞 ]2 ) .

Protocol PIRIsum

Fig. 12. PIRIsum Protocol.
Security. For semi-honest participants, the security of protocol PIRIsum directly reduces to that of the 2-server PIR

protocol in [18]. However, as mentioned in [18], a malicious participant could generate incorrect DPF keys, compromising

the scheme’s security and correctness. To prevent this type of misbehaviour, Boyle et al. [18] present a form of DPF

called “verifiable DPF”, which can assure the correctness of the DPF keys created by P𝑖 at the cost of an increased

constant amount of communication between the servers.
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Input(s): i) S1, S2 : D; |D | = 𝑁 , ii) P𝑖 : Q = {𝑞1, . . . , 𝑞𝜏 }, and iii) S0 : ⊥.
Output: P𝑖 : res =

∑
𝑞∈Q D[𝑞 ]

Computation S1 and S2 sample 𝜏 random mask values {𝑚1, . . . ,𝑚𝜏 } ∈ Z𝜏
2
ℓ such that

∑𝜏
𝑗=1𝑚 𝑗 = 0. For each 𝑞 ∈ Q, execute

the following:

1. S1, S2 locally compute D𝑚𝑞 = D +𝑚𝑞 , i.e., D𝑚𝑞 [ 𝑗 ] = D[ 𝑗 ] +𝑚𝑞 , for 𝑗 ∈ [𝑁 ].

2. P𝑖 , S1, S2 sample random \𝑞 ∈ [𝑁 ].

3. P𝑖 computes and sends 𝑞′ = 𝑞 − \𝑞 to S0.

4. Servers execute DPF protocol [18] with S0 as client with input 𝑞′. Server S𝑢 obtains [®b𝑞′ ]𝑢 with b𝑗
𝑞′ = 1 for 𝑗 = 𝑞′ and

b𝑗
𝑞′ = 0 for 𝑗 ≠ 𝑞′ , for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}.

5. S𝑢 locally applies \𝑢 on [®b𝑞′ ]𝑢 to generate [®b𝑞 ]𝑢 , for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}.

Verification Let {®b𝑞1 , . . . , ®b𝑞𝜏 } denote the bit vectors whose XOR-shares are generated during the preceding steps:

6. S𝑘 computes [®b𝑐 ]𝑘 = ⊕𝑞∈Q [®b𝑞 ]𝑘 , for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}.

7. S1 and S2 non-interactively agree on random permutation 𝜋 .

8. S𝑢 sends 𝜋 ( [®b𝑐 ]𝑢 ) to S0, for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}.

9. S0 locally reconstructs 𝜋 (®b𝑐 ) = 𝜋 ( [®b𝑞 ]1 ) ⊕ 𝜋 ( [®b𝑞 ]2 ) . It sends Accept to S1 and S2, if 𝜋 (®b𝑐 ) has exactly 𝜏 ones. Else, it

sends abort.

Output Transfer Send ⊥ to P𝑖 if S0 generated abort during verification. Otherwise, proceed as follows:

10. S𝑢 sends [𝑦𝑞 ]𝑢 =
𝑁⊕
𝑗=1

[b𝑗𝑞 ]𝑢D𝑚𝑞 [ 𝑗 ] to P𝑖 , for 𝑞 ∈ Q,𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}.

11. P𝑖 locally computes res =
∑
𝑞∈Q ( [𝑦𝑞 ]1 ⊕ [𝑦𝑞 ]2 ) .

Protocol PIRIIsum

Fig. 13. PIRIIsum Protocol.

While using verifiable DPFs in PIRIsum ensures that the 𝜏 bit vectors generated by P𝑖 are valid, it does not ensure that
the bit vectors

®b1, . . . , ®b𝜏 correspond to 𝜏 distinct locations in the database D. However, we leverage the correctness

guarantee of verifiable DPFs to reduce the communication cost for verification, as discussed in §5.1, §B.4, and §C. In

detail, all 𝜏 bit vectors ®b1, . . . , ®b𝜏 , i.e., the PIR queries, that are available in a secret-shared form among S1 and S2 are

now guaranteed to have exactly one 1 in them, with the remaining bit positions being 0. To ensure distinctness, S1 and

S2 XOR all their respective 𝜏 shares locally to obtain the secret-share of a single vector
®b𝑐 = ⊕𝜏

𝑘=1
®b𝑘 . The problem now

boils down to determining whether or not
®b𝑐 has exactly 𝜏 bit positions set to 1. This can be accomplished by servers

S1 and S2 agreeing on a random permutation 𝜋 and reconstructing 𝜋 (®b𝑐 ) to S0 and allowing S0 to perform the check,

as in the naive approach (cf. §5.1).

Computation Complexity (#AES operations). In PIRIsum, the participant P𝑖 must perform 4 · log
2
(𝑁 /_) AES operations

as part of the key generation algorithm for each of the 𝜏 instances of F 2S
pir over a database of size 𝑁 , where _ = 128 for

an AES-based implementation. Similarly, S1 and S2 must perform log
2
(𝑁 /_) AES operations for each of the 𝑁 DPF

evaluations. We refer to Table 1 in [18] for more specifics.
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5.3.2 PIRIIsum (Fig. 13). In this approach, we use the server S0 to reduce the computation and communication of the

participant P𝑖 in PIRIsum. The idea is that S0 plays the role of P𝑖 for the PIR protocol in PIRIsum. However, P𝑖 cannot
send its query 𝑞 to S0 in clear because it would violate privacy. As a result, P𝑖 selects random values 𝑞′, \𝑞 ∈ [𝑁 ] such
that 𝑞 = 𝑞′ +\𝑞 . In this case, 𝑞′ is a shifted version of the index 𝑞, and \ is a shift correction for 𝑞. P𝑖 sends 𝑞′ to S0 and \𝑞
to both S1 and S2. The remainder of the computation until output retrieval will now take place solely among the servers.

The servers run a DPF instance [18] with S0 acting as the client and input query 𝑞′. At the end of the computation,

S1 and S2 obtain the bit vector
®b𝑞′ , which corresponds to 𝑞′. However, as discussed in PIRIsum, the servers require an

XOR sharing corresponding to the actual query 𝑞 in order to continue the computation. S1 and S2 do this by using the

shift correction value \𝑞 received from P𝑖 . Both S1 and S2 will perform a right cyclic shift of their
®b𝑞′ shares by \𝑞

positions. A negative value for \𝑞 indicates a cyclic shift to the left.

It is easy to see that the XOR shares obtained after the cyclic shift correspond to the bit vector
®b𝑞 . To further optimise

P𝑖 ’s communication, P𝑖 and servers S1, S2 non-interactively generate a random shift correction values \𝑞 using the

shared-key setup (cf. §B.1), and only the corresponding 𝑞′ values are sent to S0. The rest of the protocol is similar to

PIRIsum, and the formal protocol is shown in Fig. 13. In terms of malicious participants, PIRIIsum has an advantage over

PIRIsum as there is no need to use a verifiable DPF to protect against malicious P𝑖 , because the semi-honest server S0
generates the DPF key instead of P𝑖 .

Improving Verification Costs in PIRIIsum. A large amount of communication is used in both PIRsum protocols to protect

against malicious participants. More specifically, in Step 8 of Fig. 13 (resp., Step 8 of Fig. 12), 2𝑁 bits are sent to S0 to

ensure the distinctness of the queries made by the participant P𝑖 . We note that allowing a small amount of leakage to

S0 could improve this communication and is discussed next.

Consider the following modification to the PIRIIsum protocol. Instead of sampling \𝑞 for each query 𝑞 ∈ Q (cf. Step 2

in Fig. 13), P𝑖 , S1, and S2 sample only one random shift value \ and use it for all 𝜏 instances. Since the queries must be

distinct, P𝑖 is forced to send distinct 𝑞′ values to S0 in Step 3 of Fig. 13. If not, S0 can send abort to S1 and S2 at this

step, eliminating the need for communication-intensive verification. The relative distance between the queried indices

would be leaked to S0 as a result of this optimization. In concrete terms, if we use the same \ value for any two queries

𝑞𝑚, 𝑞 𝑗 ∈ Q, then 𝑞𝑚 − 𝑞𝑛 = 𝑞′𝑚 − 𝑞′𝑛 . Because S0 sees all 𝑞′ values in the clear, it can deduce the relative positioning

of P𝑖 ’s actual queries. However, since S0 has no information about the underlying database D, this leakage may be

acceptable for some applications.

Stage PIRIsum PIRIIsum

P𝑖 to servers in C 2𝜏 (_ + 2) log
2
(𝑁 /_) + 4𝜏_ 𝜏 log

2
𝑁

Server to server 0 2𝜏 (_ + 2) log
2
(𝑁 /_) + 4𝜏_

Servers in C to P𝑖 𝜏 · 2ℓ 𝜏 · 2ℓ

+ Verification (mal.) 2𝑁 + 2 + 𝛿 2𝑁 + 2

Table 2. Summary of communication costs in bits between participants P𝑖 and a
server S𝑗 ∈ C for PIRsum. _ denotes the AES key size (_ = 128 in [17]), ℓ denotes
the block size in bits (ℓ = 128 in this work), and 𝛿 denotes the constant involved
in the verifiable DPF approach enabling malicious security [18] (cf. §C).

5.3.3 Summary of communication costs. Tab. 2

summarises the communication cost for our

two PIRsum approaches for instantiating

Fpirsum over a database of size 𝑁 with 𝜏 PIR

queries per client.

6 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate and compare the

computation and communication efficiency of

our two RIPPLE protocols presented in §4. A

fully-fledged implementation, similar to exist-

ing contact tracing apps, would necessitate collaboration with industry partners to develop a real-world scalable system
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1K 10K 50K 100K 500K 1M 2M 5M 10M 20M

RIPPLETEE (§4.1) 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00

RIPPLEPIR: PIRIsum (§5.3.1) 51.63 62.42 69.97 73.22 80.77 84.02 87.27 91.56 94.81 98.06

RIPPLEPIR: PIRIIsum (§5.3.2) 3.45 3.49 3.52 3.53 3.56 3.57 3.59 3.60 3.62 3.63

RIPPLETEE (§4.1) 0.02 0.19 0.96 1.92 9.60 19.20 38.40 96.00 192.00 384.00

RIPPLEPIR (§5) 0.01 0.10 0.48 0.96 4.80 9.60 19.20 48.00 96.00 192.00

Entities Protocol

Population (p)

Participants in P
(in KB)

Servers in C
(in GB)

Table 3. Communication costs per simulation step in our RIPPLE instantiations.

for national deployment. Instead, we provide a proof-of-concept implementation and micro benchmark results for all

major building blocks.
11

Moreover, we do not measure the speed of the communication link between the participants

and the servers. We focus on the simulation phase for benchmarking, which is separate from the token generation phase.

The simulations can ideally be done overnight while mobile phones are charging and have access to a high-bandwidth

WiFi connection. According to studies [129, 131], sleeping habits in various countries provide a time window of several

hours each night that can be used for this purpose.

Setup and Parameters. We run the benchmarks on the server-side with three servers (two for FSS-PIR and one

as a helper server as discussed in §5.3) with Intel Core i9-7960X CPUs@2.8 GHz and 128 GB RAM connected with

10 Gbit/s LAN and 0.1 s RTT. The client is a Samsung Galaxy S10+ with an Exynos 9820@2.73 GHz and 8GB RAM.

As Android does not allow third-party developers to implement applications for Android’s TEE Trusty [7], we use

hardware-backed crypto operations already implemented by Android instead. We use the code of [73] to instantiate

FSS-PIR. We implement the AGCT in C++ and follow previous work on cuckoo hashing [112] by using tabulation

hashing for the hash functions.

We instantiate our protocols in RIPPLE with ^ = 128 bit security. We use RSA-2048 as the encryption scheme in

RIPPLETEE since Android offers a hardware-backed implementation. We omit the overhead of remote attestation for the

sake of simplicity. For RIPPLEPIR, we use the FSS-PIR scheme of [18, 73] as the baseline and the addresses are hashed

with SHA-256 and trimmed to 40− 1 + log
2
(p · 𝐸avg) bits, where p is the number of participants and 𝐸avg represents the

average number of encounters per participant per simulation step. We set 𝐸avg = 100 while benchmarking based on

numbers provided by research on epidemiological modeling [43, 98]. To avoid cycles when inserting 𝑛 messages into

the AGCT (cf. §4.2.3), we set its size to 10𝑛. This can be further improved as discussed in §4.2.3 [109, 111, 112]. A typical

simulation step corresponds to one day, such that 14 simulation steps can simulate two weeks.

6.1 Communication Complexity

In this section, we look at the communication costs that our protocols incur. To analyse the scalability of our protocols,

we consider p participants ranging from thousand (1K) to twenty million (20M). Tab. 3 summarises the communication

costs of each participant as well as the communication servers (C) for one simulation step in a specific simulation. One

simulation step includes all protocol steps, beginning with participants locally computing their infection likelihood 𝛿

and ending with them obtaining their cumulative infection likelihood Δ for that step.

11
Note that we are not attempting to create the most efficient instantiation. More optimizations will undoubtedly improve efficiency, and our protocols

can be heavily parallelized with a large number of servers. Instead, our goal here is to demonstrate the viability of RIPPLE protocols for large-scale

deployment.
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Fig. 14. Participant’s communication with varying
𝐸avg for a population of p =10M.

6.1.1 Participant Communication. As shown in Tab. 3, a participant

in RIPPLETEE requires just 16KB of total communication in every sim-

ulation step, and this is independent of the population size. This is

because each participant will only send and receive infection likeli-

hood messages related to its encounters. While the value in the table

corresponds to an average of 100 encounters (𝐸avg = 100), we depict

the participants’ communication in Fig. 14 with varied average number

of encounters 𝐸avg ranging from 10 to 500 for a population of 10M.

Note that a 2-week simulation with 𝐸avg = 500 can be completed by

a participant in RIPPLETEE with roughly 1MB communication.

Unlike RIPPLETEE, participant communication in both PIRIsum and

PIRIIsum increases for larger populations as the corresponding database

size increases. The communication, however, is only sub-linear in the database size
12
.

In particular, the participant’s communication in PIRIsum ranges from 51.63KB to 98.06KB, with the higher cost

over RIPPLETEE attributed to the size of DPF keys used in the underlying FSS-PIR scheme [18], as discussed in §5.

The communication in PIRIIsum, on the other hand, is about 3.5KB for all participant sizes we consider. This reduced

communication is due to the optimization in PIRIIsum, which offloads the DPF key generation task to the helper server S0
(cf. §5.3.2). A participant in PIRIsum send approximately 7MB of data for a 2-week simulation for a 10M population with

𝐸avg = 500, whereas it is only 0.25MB in the case of PIRIIsum.

10 50 100 250 500

RIPPLETEE (§4.1) 1.60 8.00 16.00 40.00 80.00

RIPPLEPIR: PIRIsum (§5.3.1) 6.24 34.99 73.22 193.79 403.83

RIPPLEPIR: PIRIIsum (§5.3.2) 0.35 1.76 3.53 8.87 17.81

RIPPLETEE (§4.1) 1.60 8.00 16.00 40.00 80.00

RIPPLEPIR: PIRIsum (§5.3.1) 7.32 40.38 84.02 220.78 457.81

RIPPLEPIR: PIRIIsum (§5.3.2) 0.35 1.78 3.57 8.98 18.01

RIPPLETEE (§4.1) 1.60 8.00 16.00 40.00 80.00

RIPPLEPIR: PIRIsum (§5.3.1) 8.40 45.78 94.81 247.77 511.79

RIPPLEPIR: PIRIIsum (§5.3.2) 0.36 1.80 3.62 9.08 18.22

Population p Protocol

𝐸avg

100K

1M

10M

Table 4. Communication (in KB)/participant/simulation step for varying average
numbers of encounters 𝐸avg and population sizes p.

Tab. 4 provides the communication cost for

a participant for multiple population sizes in

RIPPLETEE, PIRIsum, and PIRIIsum, while vary-

ing the average number of encounters 𝐸avg per

simulation step from 10 to 500. The commu-

nication cost in RIPPLETEE is independent of

the population size and grows linearly in 𝐸avg.

A similar trend can be seen in RIPPLEPIR

with the exception that the cost increases sub-

linearly with the population size due to the

use of FSS-based PIR scheme in RIPPLEPIR.

6.1.2 Server Communication. The servers’

communication is primarily attributed to the

anonymous communication channel that they

have established, which provides unlinkability

and, thus, privacy to the messages of the participants. As discussed in §B.3, in order to communicate 𝑀 messages

through the channel, the servers must communicate 2𝑀 messages in RIPPLETEE, and 3𝑀 messages in RIPPLEPIR. When

it comes to concrete values, however, the server communication in RIPPLEPIR is half that of RIPPLETEE, as shown in

Tab. 3. This is due to the larger message size in RIPPLETEE as a result of the use of public-key encryption.

12
DB size of 10𝑛, where 𝑛 is the number of messages, and communication costs of RIPPLEPIR can be reduced by optimizing the database size by

extending the database by only 𝑑 + _ bins, where 𝑑 is the upper bound of double collisions and _ is an error parameter (cf. §4.2.3 and [109]).
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1K 10K 50K 100K 500K 1M 2M 5M 10M 20M

RIPPLETEE (§4.1)
a

12.80 12.80 12.80 12.80 12.80 12.80 12.80 12.80 12.80 12.80

RIPPLEPIR:  (§4.2) 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20

RIPPLEPIR: G# (§4.2) 2.30 2.34 2.38 2.39 2.41 2.43 2.44 2.45 2.46 2.48

RIPPLETEE (§4.1) 0.02 0.19 0.96 1.92 9.60 19.20 38.40 96.00 192.00 384.00

RIPPLEPIR -  (§4.2) 0.01 0.10 0.48 0.96 4.80 9.60 19.20 48.00 96.00 192.00

RIPPLEPIR - G# (§4.2) 0.01 0.07 0.36 0.72 3.62 7.28 14.63 36.75 73.88 148.50

RIPPLETEE (§4.1) 6.40 6.40 6.40 6.40 6.40 6.40 6.40 6.40 6.40 6.40

PIRIsum -  (§5.3.1) 51.36 62.42 69.97 73.22 80.77 84.02 87.27 91.56 94.81 98.06

PIRIsum - G# (§5.3.1) 26.48 32.64 37.69 39.82 44.77 47.05 49.38 52.33 54.77 57.26

PIRIIsum (§5.3.2) 3.45 3.49 3.52 3.53 3.56 3.57 3.59 3.60 3.62 3.63

Stages of RIPPLE Protocol

Population (p)

Message Generation

by P𝑖 ∈ P
(in KB)

Secure Shuffle by C
(in GB)

Output Computation

by P𝑖 ∈ P
(in KB)

b

 - 128-bit address for RIPPLEPIR and G# - 40 − 1 + log
2
(p · 𝐸avg) bit address for RIPPLEPIR.

a
Includes registration of public keys with the exit nodeNexit.

b
includes message download, decryption/PIR queries, summation.

Table 5. Detailed communication costs per simulation step in RIPPLE.

2
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★

Fig. 15. Communication costs for servers per simulation step
for varying population. ★ denotes the results for optimized
bit addresses in RIPPLEPIR (cf. Tab. 5).

For a population of 10M, the servers in RIPPLETEE must com-

municate 192GB of data among themselves, whereas RIPPLEPIR

requires 96GB. Setting the proper bit length for the address field

in the messages can further reduce communication. For example,

a population of 20M with 𝐸avg = 100 can be accommodated

in a 70-bit address field. Using this optimization will result in

an additional 23 % reduction in communication at the servers,

as shown in Tab. 5. Fig. 15 captures these observations better,

and Tab. 5 and Tab. 4 in the next subsection provide a detailed

analysis of the concrete communication costs.

6.1.3 Communication Micro Benchmarks. Tab. 5 details the com-

munication costs per simulation step at various stages in our

instantiations of RIPPLE. We find that a participant’s commu-

nication costs are very low compared to the overall costs. In RIPPLETEE, a participant communicates at most 268 KB

and incurs a runtime of 92 seconds over a two-week simulation over a population of one million. In PIRIIsum, the cost is

reduced to 100 KB and 40 seconds of runtime. Communication increases to 1.2 MB in PIRIsum due to the participant’s

handling of DPF keys.

Finally, Tab. 5 does not include costs for verification against malicious participants since they can be eliminated

using server S0 (cf. §5.3.2) or sketching algorithms similar to those in [18].

6.2 Computation Complexity

This section focuses on the runtime, which includes time for computation and communication between entities. Tab. 6

summarizes the computation time with respect to a participant P𝑖 for a two-week simulation over a population of

half a million. The longer computation time in RIPPLETEE, as shown in Tab. 6, is due to the public key encryption
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1K 10K 50K 100K 500K 1M

RIPPLETEE (§4.1) 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12

RIPPLEPIR: (§4.2) 4.26e-3 4.26e-3 4.26e-3 4.26e-3 4.26e-3 4.26e-3

RIPPLETEE (§4.1) 0.70 5.20 25.38 60.77 211.47 493.33
★a

RIPPLEPIR (§4.2) 0.78 6.65 32.36 71.17 386.68 1542.30
★

RIPPLETEE (§4.1) 44.66 44.66 44.66 44.66 44.66 44.66

PIRIsum (§5.3.1) 32.31 32.33 32.34 32.35 32.36 32.37

PIRIIsum (§5.3.2) 32.20 32.20 32.20 32.20 32.20 32.20

Stages of RIPPLE Protocol

Population (p)

Message Generation

by P𝑖 ∈ P (in sec)

Secure Shuffle by C
(in sec)

Output Computation
b

(in sec)

a★
denotes system crash due to memory.

b
includes message download, decryption/PIR queries,

summation.

Table 7. Detailed computation costs per simulation (𝑁step = 14, i.e., 14 days) in RIPPLE.

and decryption that occurs within the mobile device’s TEE. This cost, however, is independent of population size

and scales linearly with the average number of encounters, denoted by 𝐸avg. In particular, for a 14-day simulation

with a population of half a million, P𝑖 in RIPPLETEE needs approximately 43.7 seconds to perform the encryption and

decryption tasks and may require additional time for the remote attestation procedure, which is not covered in our

benchmarks. P𝑖 ’s computation time in RIPPLEPIR, on the other hand, is significantly lower and is at most 5milliseconds

for PIRIIsum, while it increases to around 165 milliseconds for PIRIsum. The increased computation time in PIRIsum is due

to DPF key generation, which scales sub-linearly with population size.

RIPPLETEE 80.00 - 3040.00 1.12 - 42.56

PIRIsum 0.30 11.73 4.8e-2 4.26e-3 0.16 6.72e-4

PIRIIsum 0.30 3.0e-3 4.8e-2 4.26e-3 4.2e-5 6.72e-4

Per Simulation Step Per Simulation (𝑁step = 14)

Message

Generation

(in ms)

PIR

Queries

(in ms)

Output

Computation

(in ms)

Message

Generation

(in sec)

PIR

Queries

(in sec)

Output

Computation

(in sec)

Table 6. Average participant computation times per simulation step distributed across various tasks. Values are obtained using a
mobile for a population of p = 500K with 𝐸avg = 100.

In Fig. 16, we plot the overall runtime of our two instantiations in RIPPLE for a full simulation of 2 weeks over

various populations ranging from 1K to 500K. After a population of 100K, the runtime of RIPPLEPIR begins to exceed

that of RIPPLETEE due to an increase in database size, which results in longer data transfer times. More details regarding

computation time are presented in Tab. 7. Note that the runtimes in Fig. 16 include runtime for computation and

communication of the secure shuffle among the servers for anonymous communication and among servers and clients

for the PIR in RIPPLEPIR.

6.2.1 Computation Micro Benchmarks. Tab. 7 contains the computation costs per simulation at the different stages of

our instantiations of RIPPLE’s. As visible, data transfer time as part of anonymous communication through servers

accounts for the majority of computation time and begins to affect overall performance as the population grows. Our

system crashed due to memory constraints after a population of 500K while running the experiments, which is due to
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the fact that our implementation requires to store the whole PIR database in the memory and its size increases linearly

with the number of participants. This will not be the case in a real-world deployment of powerful servers, which are

equipped with more internal memory and additionally can store parts of the database on hard disks. Similar as w.r.t.

communication, participants’ computation costs are very low in comparison to the overall costs.
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Fig. 16. Runtime per simulation in RIPPLE (14 days).

6.2.2 Battery Usage. The token generation phase in RIP-

PLE consumes the most amount of mobile battery as this

phase is active throughout the day. This usage could be op-

timized by mobile OS providers like Apple and Google, as

discussed by Vaudenay et al. [126] and Avitabile et al. [12]

in the context of contact tracing apps. Their technology

enables an app to run in the background, thus, significantly

improving battery life, which is otherwise not possible for

a standard third-party mobile application. Additionally,

RIPPLE could offer users the choice to only participate

in simulations while charging in order to not cause any

unwanted battery drain.

6.2.3 Comparison to Related Work. Note that no experi-

mental comparison to related work is (and can be) done, as RIPPLE is the first distributed privacy-preserving epidemio-

logical modeling system. Established contact tracing apps, such as the SwissCovid
13
, the German Corona-Warn-App

14
,

or the Australian COVIDSafe
15

only record contacts for notifying contacts of infected people. Concretely, contact

tracing basically relates to RIPPLE’s token generation phase, while the other three phases (simulation initialization,

simulation execution, and result aggregation, cf. §3.2) are not covered by any contact tracing system. Crucially, the

main contribution of our work is how to realize the simulation execution, which has never been done before. Hence,

due to differences in the fundamental functionalities, no meaningful comparison between the systems is possible.

6.2.4 Code availability. Available at DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.6599225.

Summmary. Our benchmarking using the proof-of-concept implementation demonstrated the RIPPLE framework’s

viability for real-world adaptation. One of the key benefits of our approaches is that participants have very little work

to do. The system’s efficiency can be further improved with appropriate hardware and optimized implementations.
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A CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIMITIVES USED

In the following, we provide an overview about the (cryptographic) primitives and other techniques used in this work.
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Anonymous Communication. To simulate the transmission of the modelled disease, RIPPLE requires anonymous

messaging between participants. Mix-nets [30] and protocols based on the dining cryptographer (DC) problem [29] were

the first approaches to anonymous messaging. A fundamental technique underlying mix-nets is the execution of an

oblivious shuffling algorithm that provides unlinkability between the messages before and after the shuffle. In a mix-net,

so-called mix servers jointly perform the oblivious shuffling so that no single mix server is able to reconstruct the

permutation performed on the input data. Past research established a wide variety of oblivious shuffle protocols based

on garbled circuits [47, 67, 130], homomorphic encryption [67], distributed point functions [1], switching networks [95],

permutation matrices [83, §4.1], sorting algorithms [83, §4.2], and re-sharing [83, §4.3+4.4]. Recently, the works of [9]

and [51] proposed efficient oblivious shuffling schemes using a small number of mix net servers.

Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). RIPPLETEE (§4.1) requires a TEE on the mobile devices of participants. TEEs

are hardware-assisted environments that provide secure storage and execution of code on sensitive data which is isolated

from the normal execution environment. Data stored in a TEE is secure even if the operating system is compromised,

i.e., it offers confidentiality, integrity, and access control [49, 72]. Widely adopted TEEs are Intel SGX [69] and ARM

TrustZone [10] (often used on mobile platforms [100]). Using TEEs for private computation has been extensively

investigated, e.g., [15, 101]. A process called remote attestation allows external parties to verify that its private data

sent via a secure channel is received and processed inside the TEE using the intended code [31, 70].

Private Information Retrieval (PIR). The first computational single-server PIR (cPIR) scheme was introduced by

Kushilevitz and Ostrovsky [82]. Recent cPIR schemes [8, 57] use homomorphic encryption (HE). However, single-server

PIR suffers from significant computation overhead since compute intensive HE operations have to be computed on each

of the database block for each PIR request. In contrast, multi-server PIR relies on a non-collusion assumption between

multiple PIR servers and uses only XOR operations [17, 18, 33, 36, 37] making it significantly more efficient than cPIR.

Cuckoo Hashing. In RIPPLEPIR (§4.2), messages of participants have to be stored in a database 𝐷 . To do so, a hash

function 𝐻 can be used to map an element 𝑥 into bins of the database: 𝐷 [𝐻 (𝑥)] = 𝑥 . However, as we show in §4.2,

RIPPLEPIR requires that at most one element is stored in every database location which renders simple hashing

impracticable [110]. Cuckoo hashing uses ℎ hash functions 𝐻1, . . . , 𝐻ℎ to map elements into bins. It ensures that each

bin contains exactly one element. If a collision occurs, i.e., if a new element is to be added into an already occupied bin,

the old element is removed to make space for the new one. The evicted element, then, is placed into a new bin using

another of the ℎ hash functions. If the insertion fails for a certain number of trials, the element is inserted into a special

bin called stash which is allowed to hold more than one element. Pinkas et al. [110] show that for ℎ = 2 hash functions

and 𝑛 = 2
20

elements inserted to 2.4𝑛 bins, a stash size of 3 is sufficient to have a negligible error probability.

Garbled Cuckoo Table (GCT). As RIPPLEPIR uses key-value pairs for the insertion into the database, a combination

of garbled Bloom filters [46] with cuckoo hashing [75, 102], called Garbled Cuckoo Table [109], is needed. Instead of

storing 𝑥 elements in one bin as in an ordinary cuckoo table, in a GCT, ℎ XOR shares of 𝑥 are stored at the ℎ locations

determined by inputting 𝑘 into all ℎ hash functions. E.g., with ℎ = 2, if one of these two locations is already in use, the

XOR share for the other (free) location is set to be the XOR of 𝑥 and the data stored in the used location. In §4.2.3, we

introduce a variant of GCT called arithmethic garbled cuckoo table (AGCT) that uses arithmetic sharing over the ring

Z
2
ℓ instead of XOR sharing. For a database with 2.4𝑛 entries where 𝑛 is the number of elements inserted, Pinkas et

al. [109] show that the number of cycles is maximally log
2
𝑛 with high probability.

SecureMulti-Party Computation (MPC).MPC [132] allows a set of mutually distrusting parties to jointly compute an

arbitrary function on their private inputs without leaking anything but the output. In the last years, MPC techniques in

various securitymodels have been introduced, extensively studied, and improved, e.g., in [38, 44, 88]. These advancements
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significantly enhance the efficiency of MPC making it more and more practical for real-world applications. Due to the

practical efficiency it can provide, various works [9, 22, 27, 78, 79, 106] have recently concentrated on MPC for a small

number of parties, especially in the three and four party honest majority setting tolerating one corruption. In RIPPLE,

we employ MPC techniques across three servers to enable an anonymous communication channel (cf. §B.3) and to

develop efficient PIRsum protocols (cf. §5).

Anonymous Credentials. To protect against sybil attacks (cf. §3.3), i.e., to hinder an adversary from creating multiple

identities that can collect encounter information to detect correlations among unconscious encounters, we suggest

to use anonymous credentials such that only registered participants can join RIPPLE. In this manner, the registration

process can, for example, be linked to a passport. Such a registration system increases the cost to create (fake) identities.

Chaum [28] introduced anonymous credentials where a client holds the credentials of several unlinkable pseudonyms.

The client can then prove that it possesses the credentials of pseudonyms without the service provider being able to

link different pseudonyms to the same identity. Additionally, anonymous credentials allow to certify specific properties

like the age. Several instantiations for anonymous credentials have been proposed, e.g., Microsoft U-Prove [103].

B BUILDING BLOCKS IN RIPPLE

This section contains details about the building blocks used in the RIPPLE framework, such as shared-key setup,

collision-resistant hash functions, anonymous communication channels, and Distributed Point Functions.

B.1 Shared-Key Setup

Let 𝐹 : {0, 1}^ ×{0, 1}^ → 𝑋 be a secure pseudo-random function (PRF), with co-domain𝑋 being Z
2
ℓ and C′ = C∪{P𝑖 }

for a participant P𝑖 ∈ P. The following PRF keys are established among the parties in C′ in RIPPLE:

– 𝑘𝑖 𝑗 among every 𝑃𝑖 , 𝑃 𝑗 ∈ C′ and 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 .

– 𝑘𝑖 𝑗𝑘 among every 𝑃𝑖 , 𝑃 𝑗 , 𝑃𝑘 ∈ C′ and 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 ≠ 𝑘 .

– 𝑘C′ among all the parties in C′.

To sample a random value 𝑟𝑖 𝑗 ∈𝑅 Z2ℓ non-interactively, each of 𝑃𝑖 and 𝑃 𝑗 can invoke 𝐹𝑘𝑖 𝑗 (𝑖𝑑𝑖 𝑗 ). In this case, 𝑖𝑑𝑖 𝑗 is a

counter that 𝑃𝑖 and 𝑃 𝑗 maintain and update after each PRF invocation. The appropriate sampling keys are implied by

the context and are, thus, omitted.

B.2 Collision Resistant Hash Function

A family of hash functions {H : K × L → Y} is said to be collision resistant if, for all probabilistic polynomial-

time adversaries A, given the description of H𝑘 , where 𝑘 ∈𝑅 K , there exists a negligible function 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑙 () such that

Pr[(𝑥, 𝑥 ′) ← A(𝑘) : (𝑥 ≠ 𝑥 ′) ∧ H𝑘 (𝑥) = H𝑘 (𝑥 ′)] = 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑙 (^), where 𝑥, 𝑥 ′ ∈𝑅 {0, 1}𝑚 and𝑚 = poly(^).

B.3 Anonymous Communication Channel

This section describes how to instantiate the Fanon functionality used by RIPPLE for anonymous communication, as

discussed in §4. We start with the protocol for the case of RIPPLEPIR and then show how to optimize it for the use in

the RIPPLETEE protocol. Recall from §4.2 that in RIPPLEPIR, participants in P upload a set of messages from which a

database D must be constructed at the end by S1 and S2. The anonymous communication is required to ensure that

neither S1 nor S2 can link the source of the message even after receiving all messages in clear, which may not be in
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the same order. To tackle this problem, we use an approach based on oblivious shuffling inspired by [9, 51], which is

formalised next.

Problem Statement. Consider the vector ®𝑚 = {𝑚1, . . . ,𝑚𝜏 } of 𝜏 messages with𝑚 𝑗 ∈ Z2ℓ for 𝑗 ∈ [𝜏]. We want servers

S1 and S2 to obtain 𝜋 ( ®𝑚), where 𝜋 () denotes a random permutation that neither S1 nor S2 knows. Furthermore, an

attacker with access to a portion of the network and, hence, the ability to monitor network data should not be able to

gain any information about the permutation 𝜋 ().
In RIPPLEPIR, the vector ®𝑚 corresponds to the infection likelihoodmessages of the form (𝑎𝑖, 𝑗 , 𝑐𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 ) that each participant

P𝑖 ∈ P sends over the network (cf. §4.2). W.l.o.g., we let P𝑖 have the complete ®𝑚 with them. The protocol makes use of

the third server S0 in our setting and proceeds as follows:

1. P𝑖 generates an additive sharing of ®𝑚 among S0 and S1:

a) P𝑖 , S0 sample random
®⟨𝑚⟩1 ∈𝑅 Z𝜏

2
ℓ .

b) P𝑖 computes and sends
®⟨𝑚⟩2 = ®𝑚 − ®⟨𝑚⟩1 to S1.

2. S0 and S1 agree on a random permutation 𝜋01 and locally apply 𝜋01 to their shares. Let 𝜋01 ( ®𝑚) = 𝜋01 ( ®⟨𝑚⟩1) +
𝜋01 ( ®⟨𝑚⟩2).

3. S0, S1 perform a re-sharing of 𝜋01 ( ®𝑚), denoted by ®𝑚01, by jointly sampling a random ®𝑟01 ∈𝑅 Z𝜏
2
ℓ and setting

®⟨𝑚01⟩1 = 𝜋01 ( ®⟨𝑚⟩1) + ®𝑟01 and ®⟨𝑚01⟩2 = 𝜋01 ( ®⟨𝑚⟩2) − ®𝑟01.
4. S1 sends ®⟨𝑚01⟩2 to S2. Now, ( ®⟨𝑚01⟩1, ®⟨𝑚01⟩2) forms an additive sharing of ®𝑚01 among S0 and S2.

5. S0 and S2 agree on a random permutation 𝜋02 and apply 𝜋02 to their shares. Let 𝜋02 ( ®𝑚01) = 𝜋02 ( ®⟨𝑚01⟩1) +
𝜋02 ( ®⟨𝑚01⟩2).

6. S0 sends 𝜋02 ( ®⟨𝑚01⟩1) to S2, who reconstructs 𝜋02 ( ®𝑚01).
7. S2 generates an additive-sharing of 𝜋02 ( ®𝑚01), denoted by ®𝑚02, among S1 and S2, by jointly sampling

®⟨𝑚02⟩1 ∈𝑅 Z𝜏
2
ℓ

with S1 and locally setting
®⟨𝑚02⟩2 = 𝜋02 ( ®𝑚01) − ®⟨𝑚02⟩1.

8. S2 sends ®⟨𝑚02⟩2 to S1, who locally compute the output as ®𝑚02 = ®⟨𝑚02⟩1 + ®⟨𝑚02⟩2.

Anonymous Communication in RIPPLETEE. As discussed in §4.1, the server S2 is only required to have the complete set

of messages in the clear but in an unknown random order. As a result, in the case of RIPPLETEE, only the first permutation

(𝜋01 in Step 2) is sufficient and steps 5-8 are no longer required. Furthermore, in addition to the communication by S1 in

step 4, S0 sends its share of ®𝑚01 to S2, who can then reconstruct ®𝑚01 = 𝜋01 ( ®𝑚).

Security Guarantees. As discussed in §3.1, we assume that the MPC servers S𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [2], that also instantiate the

anonymous communication channel are semi-honest. We claim that the protocol described above will produce a random

permutation of the vector ®𝑚 that neither S1 nor S2 is aware of. To see this, note that ®𝑚02 = 𝜋02 ( ®𝑚01) = 𝜋02 (𝜋01 ( ®𝑚))
and both S1 and S2 know only one of the two permutations 𝜋01 and 𝜋02, but not both. Furthermore, the re-sharing

performed in step 3 and the generation of additive shares in step 6 above ensures that an attacker observing the traffic

cannot relate messages sent and received.

As we also consider a client-malicious security model [25, 84], where some clients might deviate from the protocol to

gain additional information, we also have to take into consideration how the clients could manipulate the communication

to break anonymity. For RIPPLETEE, this is trivial: The TEE ensures that clients’ messages are correctly generated and

uploaded. For RIPPLEPIR, a malicious client could manipulate how many messages it uploads. However, messages with

addresses that are already used will be dropped by the exit servers, i.e., effectively removing the malicious client from

the system. A receiver will never fetch messages with unknown, random addresses. Furthermore, the servers use secure
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communication channels and even send freshly re-shared shares. Hence, considering the discussed aspects/assumptions,

classical attacks on anonymous communication such as flooding [39] are not relevant for our model.

B.4 Distributed Point Functions (DPF)

Consider a point function 𝑃𝛼,𝛽 : Z
2
ℓ → Z

2
ℓ ′ such that for all 𝛼 ∈ Z

2
ℓ and 𝛽 ∈ Z

2
ℓ ′ , 𝑃𝛼,𝛽 (𝛼) = 𝛽 and 𝑃𝛼,𝛽 (𝛼 ′) = 0 for all

𝛼 ′ ≠ 𝛼 . That is, when evaluated at any input other than 𝛼 , the point function 𝑃𝛼,𝛽 returns 0 and when evaluated at 𝛼 it

returns 𝛽 .

An (𝑠, 𝑡)-distributed point function (DPF) [36, 58] distributes a point function 𝑃𝛼,𝛽 among 𝑠 servers in such a way that

no coalition of at most 𝑡 servers learns anything about 𝛼 or 𝛽 given their 𝑡 shares of the function. We use (2, 1)-DPFs in
RIPPLE to optimize the communication of PIR-based protocols, as discussed in §5.3. Formally, a (2, 1)-DPF comprises of

the following two functionalities:

– Gen(𝛼, 𝛽)→ (𝑘1, 𝑘2). Output two DPF keys 𝑘1 and 𝑘2, given 𝛼 ∈ Z
2
ℓ and 𝛽 ∈ Z

2
ℓ ′ .

– Eval(𝑘, 𝛼 ′) → 𝛽′. Return 𝛽′ ∈ Z
2
ℓ ′ , given key 𝑘 generated using Gen, and an index 𝛼 ′ ∈ Z

2
ℓ .

A (2, 1)-DPF is said to be correct if for all 𝛼, 𝑥 ∈ Z
2
ℓ , 𝛽 ∈ Z

2
ℓ ′ , and (𝑘1, 𝑘2) ← Gen(𝛼, 𝛽), it holds that

Eval(𝑘1, 𝑥) + Eval(𝑘2, 𝑥) = (𝑥 = 𝛼) ? 𝛽 : 0.

A (2, 1)-DPF is said to be private if neither of the keys 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 leaks any information about 𝛼 or 𝛽 . That is, there exists

a polynomial time algorithm that can generate a computationally indistinguishable view of an adversary A holding

DPF key 𝑘𝑢 for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}, when given the key 𝑘𝑢 .

As mentioned in [18, 36], a malicious participant could manipulate the Gen algorithm to generate incorrect DPF keys

that do not correspond to any point function. While [36] used an external non-colluding auditor to circumvent this

issue in the two server setting, [18] formalised this issue and proposed an enhanced version of DPF called Verifiable

DPFs. In addition to the standard DPF, a verifiable DPF has an additional function called Ver that can be used to ensure

the correctness of the DPF keys. In contrast to Eval, Ver in a (2, 1)-verifiable DPF is an interactive protocol between the

two servers, with the algorithm returning a single bit indicating whether the input DPF keys 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 are valid.

A verifiable DPF is said to be correct if for all 𝛼 ∈ Z
2
ℓ , 𝛽 ∈ Z

2
ℓ ′ , keys (𝑘1, 𝑘2) ← Gen(𝛼, 𝛽), the verify protocol Ver

outputs 1 with probability 1. Ver should ensure that no additional information about 𝛼 or 𝛽 is disclosed to the party in

possession of one of the DPF keys. Furthermore, the probability that Ver outputs 1 to at least one of the two servers for

a given invalid key pair (𝑘′
1
, 𝑘′

2
) is negligible in the security parameter ^.

Recent results in the area of (verifiable) DPFs [41, 77] might be an interesting direction for future work to further

enhance the efficiency of our RIPPLEPIR construction.

Communication Complexity. Using the protocol of Boyle et. al. [18], a (2, 1)-DPF protocol for a point function with

domain size 𝑁 has key size (_+2) · log(𝑁 /_) +2 ·_ bits, where _ = 128 for an AES based implementation. The additional

cost in the case of verifiable DPF is for executing the Ver function, which has a constant number of elements in [18].

Furthermore, as stated in [18], the presence of additional non-colluding servers can improve the efficiency of Ver, and

we use S0 in the case of PIRIsum, as discussed in §5.3.1. We refer to [18] for more details.
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C PIR-SUM PROTOCOL DETAILS

This section provides additional details of our PIRsum protocols introduced in §5.1. We begin by recalling the security

guarantees of a 2-server PIR for our setting [33, 62]. Informally in a two-server PIR protocol, where the database D is

held by two non-colluding servers S1 and S2, a single server S𝑢 ∈ {S1, S2} should not learn any information about the

client’s query. The security requirement is formally captured in Definition C.1.

Definition C.1. (Security of 2-server PIR) A PIR scheme with two non-colluding servers is called secure if each of the

servers does not learn any information about the query indices.

Let 𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤 (S𝑢 ,Q) denote the view of server S𝑢 ∈ {S1, S2} with respect to a list of queries, denoted by Q. We require

that for any database D, and for any two 𝜏-length list of queries Q = (𝑞1, . . . , 𝑞𝜏 ) and Q′ = (𝑞′
1
, . . . , 𝑞′𝜏 ), no algorithm

whose run time is polynomial in 𝜏 and in computational parameter ^ can distinguish the view of the servers S1
and S2, between the case of participant P𝑖 using the queries in Q ({𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤 (S𝑢 ,Q)}𝑢∈{1,2} ), and the case of it using Q′

({𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤 (S𝑢 ,Q′)}𝑢∈{1,2} ).

Linear Summation PIR for F 2S
pir with optimized Communication. This section describes Chor et al.’s 2-server

linear summation PIR protocol [33], as well as how to optimize communication using DPF techniques discussed

in Appendix B.4. To retrieve the 𝑞-th block from database D of size 𝑁 , the linear summation PIR proceeds as follows:

• Participant P𝑖 prepares an 𝑁 -bit string
®b𝑞 = {b1𝑞, . . . , b𝑁𝑞 } with b𝑗𝑞 = 1 for 𝑗 = 𝑞 and b𝑗𝑞 = 0 and 𝑗 ≠ 𝑞, for 𝑗 ∈ [𝑁 ].

• P𝑖 generates a Boolean sharing of
®b𝑞 among S1 and S2, i.e., P𝑖 and S1 non-interactively sample the random [®b𝑞]1 ∈𝑅

{0, 1}𝑁 and P𝑖 sends [®b𝑞]2 = ®b𝑞 ⊕ [®b𝑞]1 to S2.

• S𝑢 , for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}, sends [𝑦]𝑢 =
𝑁⊕
𝑗=1

[b𝑗𝑞]𝑢D[ 𝑗] to P𝑖 .

• P𝑖 locally computes D[𝑞] = [𝑦]1 ⊕ [𝑦]2.
The linear summation PIR described above requires communication of 𝑁 + 2ℓ bits, where ℓ denotes the size of each
data block in D.

Optimizing Communication using DPFs. Several works in the literature [18, 36, 58, 62] have used DPFs (cf. Appen-

dix B.4) as a primitive to improve the communication in multi-server PIR. The idea is to use a DPF to allow the servers

S1 and S2 to obtain the XOR shares of an 𝑁 -bit string
®b that has a zero in all positions except the one representing the

query 𝑞. Because DPF keys are much smaller in size than the actual database size, this method aids in the elimination of

𝑁 -bit communication from P𝑖 to the servers, as in the aforementioned linear summation PIR.

To query the 𝑞-th block from a database D of size 𝑁 ,

– Participant P𝑖 executes the key generation algorithm with input 𝑞 to obtain two DPF keys, i.e., (𝑘1, 𝑘2) ← Gen(𝑞, 1).

– P𝑖 sends 𝑘𝑢 to S𝑢 , for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}.
– S𝑢 , for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}, performs a DPF evaluation at each of the positions 𝑗 ∈ [𝑁 ] using key 𝑘𝑢 and obtains the XOR

share corresponding to bit vector
®b𝑞 .

– S𝑢 expands the DPF keys as [b𝑗𝑞]𝑢 ← Eval(𝑘𝑢 , 𝑗 ) for 𝑗 ∈ [𝑁 ].

– S𝑢 , for 𝑢 ∈ {1, 2}, sends [𝑦]𝑢 =
𝑁⊕
𝑗=1

[b𝑗𝑞]𝑢D[ 𝑗] to P𝑖 .

– P𝑖 locally computes D[𝑞] = [𝑦]1 ⊕ [𝑦]2.

For the case of semi-honest participants, we use the DPF protocol of [18] and the key size is 𝑂 (_ · log(𝑁 /_)) bits,
where _ = 128 is related to AES implementation in [18].
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To prevent a malicious participant from sending incorrect or malformed keys to the servers, we use the verifiable

DPF construction proposed in [18] for the case of malicious participants. This results only in a constant communication

overhead over the semi-honest case. Furthermore, as noted in [18], we use the additional server S0 for a better

instantiation of the verifiable DPF, removing the need for interaction with the participant P𝑖 for verification. We provide

more information in Appendix B.4 and refer the reader to [18] for all details.
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